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Developing Individuals
J. Alliston
Emeritus Professor at the Royal Agricultural University

Abstract
The agricultural industry has huge responsibilities to society to deliver food, energy,
water, waste and environmental management, a diverse countryside, and conservation of
plants and animals. These responsibilities fall on a few individuals who often live in
isolation. To give a network is important and also to understand that other people are
wrestling with these issues. Developing individuals is the key to this presentation.
Keywords: professional training, agricultural management, performance, participation
Reflections
My interest in professional training came as a result of the Nuffield Jubilee Scholarship
that I undertook in 1998. As a result of looking at Agricultural Leadership around the
world, I became aware that many countries were giving training to their senior
influencers.
Under the umbrella of the Institute of Agricultural Management we set up the Leadership
course. The first lesson was always: start initiatives in conjunction with strong and
relevant organisations. Progressively, we have taken on other courses always as a
partnership with someone. The aims are always similar:
• Bring together a group of people (12 minimum and 18 maximum) with various
experiences and firstly and more importantly let them learn from each other.
• Expose them to a range of influential speakers and try to keep it relevant to their
circumstances.

Picture 1. Leadership course helps to develop individuals
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The best results are obtained over a 3-week residential period. This can be ideally
consecutive weeks, but will work with breaks between weeks. At the end of the time
together, the individuals will have a network with the industry, a network of other
participants, understand their own strengths and weaknesses, understand their own career
pathways and above all have self-confidence.

Picture 2. Networking is crucial for personal development
So what about the dos and don’ts?
• Make sure they all participate. This involves listening and watching the dynamics
of the group.
• Do not allow over domination by any individual.
• Be sensitive to personal circumstances, particularly in the 1st week. Some people
have problems that are independent of the course and will therefore have difficulty
concentrating.
• Continually mix the group up so that they become comfortable with everyone in
the group. Easier to do with 12 than 18.
• Accept that with some very effective people will never share every confidence but
will totally participate.
Just a word then to introduce the offerings in the UK:
• Institute of Agricultural Management Leadership Development Programme
(Leadership)
• Worshipful Company of Farmers Advanced Course in Agricultural Business
Management (Advanced Management)
• The John Edgar Trust Management Development Scheme (Early Management)
• Nuffield Farming Scholarship (International Experience)
• Welsh Government Training (Business Management)
• The Henry Plumb Foundation (Financial and mentor support, young people)
6

Why is all this important?
The agricultural industry has huge responsibilities to society to deliver food, water
management, energy, waste management, environmental management, a diverse
countryside, and conservation of plants and animals. These responsibilities fall on a few
individuals who often live in isolation. To give a network is important and to understand
that other people are also wrestling with these issues.
We need worldwide a vibrant agricultural sector with the best brains working within it.
We must attract young people in to the huge range of jobs that now exist.
Do these courses improve performance?
Yes, they do. Our past alumni demonstrate this in many different ways. Just having the
confidence to promote themselves is essential.
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VISION, COLLABORATION, COMMUNICATION
H. Wildman
Managing Director Saviour Associates Ltd, Agent of change, industry motivator, Rural
Leader, Nuffield Scholar and living in Dumfriesshire with husband John who is a farm
manager for a 5,000 acre beef and sheep estate
Contact: info@saviourassoc.co.uk

Abstract

This story is about: What started me on my Leadership Journey? Turning 40 and
wondering who I was and what on earth I was doing, and wondering is this it, can I do
more? It resulted in a Mid Life Crisis survivor.
Keywords: Leadership, Programs, Learning experiences
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Reflections
In 2010 I applied for The Scottish Enterprise Rural Leadership programme. This
encompasses 18 days of personal discovery, networking, team building, leadership,
effective communication, media training, and trips to Brussels, London and Edinburgh.
Looking at and engaging in wider rural issues, developing rural networks and
understanding and engaging with UK policy and politics.
This course was fantastic, I met people from all over Scotland with many varied back
grounds, an owner of a castle that Queen Mary of Scots had stayed, vets, accountants,
bankers, land agents, auctioneers, farmers, consultants, estate managers, estate owners,
tourism businesses, foresters, the list was endless.
The Rural Leadership programme is funded through Scottish Government and has now
had over 450 people complete its course. This course is open to anyone over the age of 18
and is really about encouraging people and businesses to grow and add wealth to the
Scottish rural community through leading, team work, networking and influencing.
Nurturing confidence and ambition and encouraging collaboration.
This kept me going until 2012 when I again felt that hunger and thirst to learn more and
to challenge myself again. Nuffield was recommended to me through a number of my
farming friends who had found this organisation and experience to be life changing. I did
not really want to change my life, but I knew I had more to offer than I was currently
utilising.
UK Nuffield Farming Scholarships have been in existence since 1947 with International
Scholarships soon following behind in 1950. In the UK we have approx. 20 scholarships
awarded each year through private and commercial sponsorship. Nuffield is an
opportunity to travel the world to research topics of interest in farming, food, horticulture
or other rural sectors.
Nuffield is an opportunity to broaden your horizons, unlock hidden potential, it takes
people out of their comfort zone, having to step away from day to day routine, work and
family to meet and interview entrepreneurs, farmers, leaders, business people, and
scientists from all around the world involved in food and farming policy, growing,
security and innovation.
My topic was Communication: Influencing and motivating change. I travelled to
Australia, New Zealand, Canada, America, Chile, Peru, Brazil, Ireland and Wales on my
search for the answer. I met and interviewed university lecturers, entrepreneurs,
politicians, farmers, researchers, computer programmers, ranchers, consultants, and
scientists. It was incredible, I travelled for over 11 weeks but now a days scholars are
expected to participate in a global focus tour prior to doing their own travel which is an
9

additional 6 weeks of organised International travel, meeting a variety of leaders,
politicians and businesses all over the world to really broaden their understanding of
Global food and farming before then going on to do a minimum of 8 weeks of individual
travel. It is a huge commitment but it is also a huge opportunity. Once your travels are
complete you are expected to write and deliver a 10,000 word paper on your findings and
to then actively go out and spread your word and promote your findings and
recommendations. Giving my presentation in 2014 to an audience of 400 in Cardiff was
one of the scariest and most daunting things that I had ever done, but it was also a great
personal achievement.
One part that people do not really tell you about is the huge impact the people on the
same courses will have on you for the rest of your life. Through both the Rural
Leadership and Nuffield I now have new lifelong friends, who have shared the same
learning journey as myself, I never expected to get to know complete strangers so well in
such a short time, to have the privilege of learning their life stories, their highs and lows,
listening to and shedding a tear at the tales of such hardship and trauma that people have
experienced but also getting to smile and celebrate their achievements and successes. A
truly humbling experience.

So, what have I achieved since? Leadership in my mind is all about giving back and
empowering others. In 2015 I put forward a proposal to the Scottish Federation of Young
Farmers. This proposal was basically me offering the advice and support to young
farmers that I wish that I had received earlier in my career rather than having to wait until
I was 40 before someone helped to show me that I had something special and that I could
be someone special.
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This resulted in the Cultivating Leaders course. The Cultivating Leaders is aimed at
Young Farmers members aged between 18 – 27 and delivered in collaboration with
Scottish Government, Scottish Enterprise, Royal Bank of Scotland, Solicitors Ledingham
Chalmers, Accountants Campbell Dallas and Land Agents CKD Galbraith, all of whom I
met through and from my Rural Leadership network.
Course format:
Day 1 – Leadership, personal development. Who are you, where are you know, where do
you want to be, what is stopping you and how are we going to get you there?
Day 2 – Succession: understanding business ownerships, partnerships and agreements.
How to have the difficult conversation, when to have it and what to do if it all
goes wrong!
Day 3 – Understanding accounts, markets and volatility
Day 4 – Business planning and business plans
Day 5 – Visiting businesses who have developed and grown
Day 6 – Present your learnings to Industry, sponsors, family, press and Scottish
Association of Young Farmers Clubs (SAYFC)
Once completing this course, it is hoped to be seen as a springboard to continue the path
of further learning and developing hopefully encouraging others to apply and join Rural
Leadership, Nuffield, Worshipful and many other amazing development and growth
opportunities.
The Cultivating Leaders workshop runs with a maximum number of 15 participants and a
minimum of 10, this number allows plenty of time for everyone to open up, share their
issues / experiences, ask questions, talk and listen within the tight time frame that we
have to deliver all of the content.
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Applicants have to complete an application form to apply, this course is free to fully paid
up SAYFC members and funded through a mix of Scottish Government support and
independent charitable organisation sponsorship. The incredible support, results and
impact that this workshop has had on those who have attended reassures me that funding
will be secure to continue delivering this programme for many years to come, we are now
into our 3rd year but you can never guarantee anything so we must always ensure that we
are delivering the highest quality and meeting climate and market changes, being
prepared to evolve, tweak and introduce new topics and materials as and when required.
For me the best practices that we see embraced by our participants who have completed
these workshops are an increased self-awareness, a growth in confidence and self-belief, a
development of professional networks, the trust and respect of planning and budgeting,
the importance of being able to communicate effectively to take people with you and the
reality that you can be yourself and that being yourself can be pretty amazing
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EU ERASMUS+ Entrepreneurship project: concept of the
Interactive Strategic Management (ISM+) training program in 5
European countries
Agata Malak-Rawlikowska1, Abele Kuipers2, and Marija Klopčič 3
1

Warsaw University of Life Sciences - SGGW, Faculty of Economic Sciences, Warsaw,
Poland,2Expertise Centre for Farm Management and Knowledge Transfer, Wageningen, The
Netherlands.3Biotechnical Faculty, Dept. of Animal Science, Domžale, Slovenia.
webpage: http://ism.sggw.pl/ e-mail: agata_malak_rawlikowska@sggw.pl

Abstract
The paper presents the Interactive Strategic Management Method (ISM) and its
developments in Europe. The method was designed to support the development of
entrepreneurship and strategic management in agricultural sector. The method is being
used in farmer trainings in The Netherlands, Poland, Lithuania, Slovenia, Austria and
Sweden. The trainings were highly evaluated by farmers and trainers. Within the new
ISM+ project, the ISM method was adopted to various agricultural sectors, extended by
new languages and new training modules - business planning tool, networking
methodology and marketing training module. The method in a current form supports in a
complex way entrepreneurship with vision in the farming sector.
Key words: entrepreneurship, strategic management, farm, Interactive Strategic
Management method, ERASMUS+, Business-plan, Marketing module, Networking.
1. Implementation of strategic management trainings in European agriculture1
European agriculture experienced huge changes in last decades. Adaptations to
institutional, production and marketing changes, influenced by EU common agricultural
policy, but also societal wishes like food safety, animal welfare and the environment,
require ability to apply entrepreneurial skills as a key factor for survival. Many authors
studied on entrepreneurship in agriculture, agricultural entrepreneur’s competences and
their ability to adapt to changing economic realities (Bergevoet et al. 2005, De Lauwere
2005, Lans 2009, De Lauwere et al. 2010). It was observed that strategic thinking is
rarely present in the case of farms. Agricultural producers, focused on operational
decisions taken "by the day" often do not see the need for the vision for their company in
a strategic perspective, that is in the long-term. This is even more the case with farmers in
less favorable rural areas, in general with small scaled farms. To build a future in these
areas asks for entrepreneurial competencies. Entrepreneurial skills are particularly
essential in Central and Eastern Europe countries characterized by large areas of less

1

Malak-Rawlikowska, A. et al 2015, IFMA 2015
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favorable agricultural land and/or small farms, asking for different systems of farming.
(Malak-Rawlikowska, A. et al 2015)
In practice, there are known examples of methods, tools and programs to support the
decision of producers, farm development in the strategic perspective and strategy
formulation. For example, preparation of business plans, use of the SWOT analysis
(Strengths, Weaknesses-Opportunities-and Threats), STEP (Social, Technological and,
Political, Economic) and Porter's Five Forces etc. Complex methods containing, in
addition to the recommended strategies, also elements of business analysis and the longterm decision making process are not very common (especially in agribusiness).
One of innovative methods, which are available to support the development of
entrepreneurship in a complex way is Interactive Strategic Management Method
(ISM), developed by LEI Wageningen University and Research Centre in the Netherlands
(Beldman, A. et al 2013). This innovative method and tool is based on the theory of
strategic management and deals in practice with strategy making. It was tailored to suit
farmers.
Some organizations are applying the tool in the Netherlands where it is used by the
largest agricultural bank, Rabobank. Some experience with the interactive strategic
management method outside the Netherlands was also obtained in Slovenia. This
experience formed part of two Twinning projects with Slovenia.
The transfer of the ISM method and the web-based ISM tool to three Central and Eastern
European countries, i.e. Poland, Lithuania and Slovenia was done in 2011-2013 with
support of the EU Leonardo da Vinci Transfer of Innovation project, named ISM
Project “Interactive Strategic Management (ISM) methodology for improvement of
agricultural entrepreneurship in Central-Eastern Europe”. The goal of the ISM Project
was to introduce this innovative tool to support farm advisors and farmers in the
entrepreneurship and strategic management process. The ISM method was perceived as
very innovative and was very successfully applied. In order to continue the development
of the ISM Method and use some experiences from the past projects, the new ISM +
Project was prepared and approved under the ERAMSUS+ Program, KA2. Strategic
Partnerships.
The role of the ISM+ Project is to further develop and improve ISM tool, adapt it to the
local circumstances and various agricultural sectors, and to help increase the
entrepreneurial skills of farmers, future farmers (present students) and agricultural
advisors. In the new project a web-based Interactive Strategic Management tool has been
developed by number of additions to the learning process (new strategies, more
languages, more detailed questions, new modules - business planning, networking and
marketing). And last but not least the exchange of experiences and know how between
the participants in the various countries and regions is very valuable for the method
development.
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In this paper we would like to describe the method of Interactive Strategic Management
and present some concepts of its development and application in 5 EU Member Countries
within the new ERASMUS+ Project titled: Entrepreneurship with vision - methods and
tools for managerial capacity building of agricultural producers in Central and Eastern
Europe .
2. Interactive Strategic Management trainings in brief2
The method of ISM has three main principles: (1) the emphasis is on the entrepreneur; (2)
interaction with the environment; and (3) a focus on actual progress or actions of the
entrepreneur. Placing the entrepreneur at the centre means that, instead of an advisor, the
farmer himself is responsible for the content of the strategic plan. The strategy developed
by an advisor or expert could not truly fit with the individual situation of the farm and the
farmer, his personal thinking, goals and abilities. The entrepreneur must therefore write
the strategic plan himself; an advisor is only there to guide and stimulate the process.
The focus in the ISM training is on strategic choices (3–10 years ahead). This means that
tactical choices (choices for the next 1–2 years) and operational issues do not receive
much attention. In general, a good strategy is based on a good fit between means and
opportunities [Porter, 1980; 1998]. Within the ISM method this is specified in the
following way. A good strategy is based on a good match between:
- the entrepreneur: the ambitions and skills of the farmer, his family and/or
employees
- the enterprise: the structure and performance of the farm
- the environment: market and society.
In the first part of the training (1.5 days), the farmer analyses three aspects (enterprise,
environment and entrepreneur, see figure 1), while in the second part of the training the
farmer translates this analysis into a suitable strategy and an action plan (1.5 days). After
about a year, there is a fourth meeting – the so-called return meeting – to see what has
happened with implementation of the strategy.

Figure 1. The structure of ISM Training
2

Malak-Rawlikowska, A. et al 2015, IFMA 2015.
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About 8–10 farmers participate in each group. The group is facilitated by a qualified
trainer. The role of the trainer is crucial in the training, a factor that will be elaborated on
below. Interaction is an important aspect. The farmers are asked to discuss with and
challenge each other. The trainer also has this role. Homework assignments are used to
create interaction with the outside world and to organize reflection on the process of
developing a strategy.
A web-based tool is used to structure and support the process. The tool consists of a list
of questions a farmer has to answer to ensure that all aspects are taken into account. As
part of the tool the farmer must also give a score to the three E-elements: Entrepreneur,
Enterprise and Environment. After this analysis, a switch is made to the future strategy.
The starting point for this is the farmer’s personal ambition and vision. The farmer
himself has to combine all of the gathered information to transform it into a few possible
strategies; he then has to evaluate these alternatives and finally comes up with his own
personal strategy. The tool also calculates a ‘fitting score’ for 11 categories based on the
score the farmers have given to different aspects of the three Es. The farmer can use this
calculation as inspiration or to reflect on his own choice. In the last step, the farmer
prepares an action plan along with a presentation of the background and content of his
strategic plan.
The crucial part of the training is to make the step from analyzing to strategy
development. This starts with the farmer’s personal ambitions, what drives him and what
his dreams are. A farmer has to come up with at least two options for his future strategy
that fit with the analysis he has made. The farmer is challenged to come up with more
than one strategy to stimulate him to think ‘outside of the box’. They also use the tool to
assign scores to 11 possible strategies. While these are generic strategies and not farmspecific strategies, they can help inspire new ideas. The tool also calculates scores for
these 11 strategies based on the score the farmer gave earlier in the training on the three
Es. This results in a graph of strategies with the score the farmer has assigned and the
score calculated by the tool (figure 2).
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Figure 2. An example of the ISM outcome strategies chosen by the farmer (input) and
recommended by the tool (calculated).
When the strategy has been developed, a good action plan is needed for implementation
of the strategy. The action plan should be smart: Specific – Measurable – Attainable –
Realistic and Timely. Each action should have the following elements at a minimum:
what will I do, who is involved, and when will it be finished. The goal is to already make
a start with the action plan during the training. After the training, the farmer has both a
strategy and an action plan. It is important to monitor the progress of the action plan. If it
becomes clear that certain goals cannot be achieved, for example due to changes in rules
or lack of investment budget, then it may be necessary to go back and repeat earlier steps
in the process and adjust the strategy.
3. European experiences in strategic management trainings 2011-2014
During the two-year project, 130 dairy farmers, 50 agricultural students and 15 teachers
/facilitators were trained in all three countries together (Poland, Slovenia and Lithuania)
in the first year, and, in total, 106 farmers joined the ISM return meetings after one year.
The evaluation of the trainings is a very important element of the ISM method and
learning process. It helped to check whether the method and training were carried out in a
proper way and were considered useful. For the purpose of the evaluation of the ISM
trainings, two methods were used: evaluation forms and a telephone evaluation two
months after the training. The evaluation results showed that the farmers’ expectation
about the training were mostly fulfilled in all three countries. It can be observed,
however, that after the first training day a part of the participating farmers were surprised
by the form of the training. The reason might be that in the three countries in which the
trainings were carried out, farmers are rather used to the “lecture type” of trainings, where
17

interaction with the lecturer is minor. But during the ISM trainings farmers had to work
themselves with computers and they had to analyze and discuss the findings about
themselves and their farm with the group. This might have caused some concerns of the
participants. In all three countries about 85% of farmers conclude that they learned a lot
during the ISM training. The most valuable and new knowledge was obtained during the
second and third training day, during which the participants analyzed, discussed and
presented the future strategies for their farms and their action plan.
Two months after the last training a telephone evaluation was organized in each country.
The effects of the evaluation show that about 78% of the farmers expressed that the
training helped them to get insight into their future plans and that on average 81% of them
has a different view on their business after the training. They are more self-confident and
more aware about their own and their farms’ strengths and weaknesses and the
environment. Besides this, about 63% of them see more opportunities for their farm since
following the ISM training. In general, the farmers were appreciating the common
discussions with other people and emphasized the good atmosphere and well prepared
trainers. It was important to note that 87% of participants would recommend the training
to other farmers and 77% would join the ISM training again if they had a chance.
4. The new ISM+ Project 2015-2018
The role of the ISM+ project is to further develop and improve ISM tools, adapt those to
the local circumstances and various sectors, to help increase the entrepreneurial skills of
farmers, future farmers (present students) and farm advisors. Therefore, the new
developments of the ISM method within the ISM+ project are to:






extend the ISM method to farmers and students in a variety of agricultural sectors
(dairy, beef, pig, crop production);
make the training applicable to a larger language area in Europe (English, Dutch,
German, Polish, Lithuanian and Slovenian languages);
make the ISM method more applicable to market oriented development paths by
adding the marketing training module;
add a business planning module for economic assessment of farmer choices;
introduce the concept of networking to stimulate social entrepreneurship;

Additional ISM Modules developed within the ISM+ Project are described below.
Business-planning Module
The simple Business-planning tool is based on Ms Excel and allows calculating the
economic result of the farm in the current state (farm net profit/cash flows and cash
balance) and simulates the possible changes (in profit/cash/investment NPV) depending
on the strategy choice of the farmer. It is simple to use, with possibility of quick change
of parameters (allows to test different variants of the strategy and to check sensitivity of
results of changes of some key parameters – like prices, variable costs, fixed costs,
18

financing source, subsidies etc). The business planning training was incorporated into the
ISM+ trainings, during the 3rd training day (short version - 3 h) or as a separate training
taking 4-6 training hours.

Figure 3. Business-planning tool for farmers (source: Training material of ISM+ Project,
Malak-Rawlikowska A., Wąs A. SGGW, 2017)
Marketing Module
This training module details marketing options available for individual farms to market
their products. The training is devoted mostly to those farmers who plan to sell their
products in a direct way from a farm. It shows different ways to fix and implement
marketing concepts and leads to a choice of the most viable option for a particular farm to
work out. The training, similarly to the main ISM method, has very interactive form.
farmers, after a portion of theoretical background, work on real cases.

Figure 4. Marketing training module for farmers (source: Training material of ISM+
Project, Schaer B. ECOZEPT, 2017).
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Networking Methodology and Module
The networking methodology (networking, agro growth accelerator; entrepreneurship
academy) has been applied to the Interactive Strategic Management trainings. Guidelines
were prepared to support this innovative communication and intervention methodology.
Some of the networking exercises are already used within the main ISM training
(interventions - interview with an entrepreneur from outside the agriculture, speed
networking, elevator pitch, network analysis), the other can be used as the separate 4h
training with farmers.

Figure 5. Networking methods - "Elevator Pitch" (source: Training material of ISM+
Project, Kuipers A., Zaalmink W., Smit B., AMT and LEI Wageningen, 2017)
Extending the Languages and Implementation in 5 countries
Within the ISM+ Project the ISM methodology has been implemented in 5 countries Slovenia, Lithuania, Poland, Austria and additionally in Sweden. The main goal of all
planned trainings is to test developed and adjusted methodology, especially the new
modules implemented in to the method. The new language, German, and sector-related
questions were also added to the method and the translated ISM Tool was tested in
Austria with trainers and dairy farmers. It is expected that 7 farmer groups from different
sectors and 3 groups of agricultural students will be trained within the project.
4. Summary
The Interactive Strategic Management Method (ISM) is designed to support the
development of entrepreneurship and strategy in a complex way. The method was used in
trainings in three Central and Eastern European countries: Poland, Lithuania and
Slovenia. Since ISM method was highly evaluated by farmers and trainers as a useful tool
for farm strategy development, the new ISM+ Project was prepared and approved to
further develop the ISM methodology. Within the new project, the ISM method was
adopted to various agricultural sectors, extended by new languages (German) and new
training modules - business planning tool, networking methodology and marketing
training module. The method in a current form supports in a complex way
entrepreneurship with vision in the farming sector.
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Abstract
Interactive strategic management (ISM) trainings are provided during an EU ERASMUS
project in period 2010 to 2013 and a follow-up project in 2015 to 2018. Experiences from
the farmer and student trainings in these periods will be presented, especially their view
on the use of the tool and on the training process. Perceived availability of resources,
opportunities and threats, farming goals and strategies are on the heart of these
exercises. Interaction in group discussions and some homework assignments complete the
picture.
Keywords: Farmers, Students, ISM trainings, Experiences
Introduction
Interactive strategic management (ISM) trainings are provided during an EU ERASMUS
project in period 2011 to 2014. Five dairy farmer trainings in Poland, Lithuania and
Poland, each, were held. The training group size varied from 6 to 12 dairy farmers. In the
same period, student trainings were held. It concerned one till three students groups per
country (Klopčič et al., 2009; Beldman et al., 2013). Afterwards, the decision was made
to extend the scope of the tool to more agricultural sectors than the dairy sector.
The updated and extended ISM tool is more widely described by Agata MalakRawlikowska in this proceedings booklet. The farmers’ and students’ trainings continue
during a 3-year follow-up project, which is executed from 2016 onwards and still going
on. Recently a group of beekeepers and two groups of students were trained in Slovenia
with the extended ISM tool.
We will address training experiences from farmers and student groups. These impressions
are collected from the facilitators of the trainings in the three countries and from a
questionnaire distributed at the end of each training day. Most observations are from the
first ERASMUS project period. Some recent impressions from the 2017 trainings with the
extended tool are added to this.
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Observations from the student training sessions in period 2010-2013
Based on the experiences with training of students, who planned to become future farm
successors, the following conclusions can be made:
• It was observed that students have higher computer skills and are more efficient in
work with the Internet ISM tool. They were also working with the tool at home,
improving the content of their reports after each training day.
• Similarly to the farmers’ training, the facilitator has a key role in the process. He/she must be able
•

•

•

to stimulate student-farmers to think realistically rather than idealistically about their future plans
and to show them how to prepare a valuable farm analysis.
Students were less certain about their future strategy, usually the farmers already had some
development path in mind which they expressed at the training, whereas the students tended to
create the strategy at the training. Students also found many more critical success factors for their
business.

During the training days, one student from Slovenia, who does not come from a
farm, even developed a “dream” farm in New Zealand, a country he would like to
go to realise his dream. But, on the opposite, the other students were very much
attached to their roots, as we expected from these Slovenian young people. We
must realise that, in Slovenia, farmers and also other land owners are extremely
attached to their land and region. This is part of the culture.
Students more often chose labour-extensive production for the future in order to
have more time for themselves.

Some observations from the student training sessions in 2017
• Students were indeed much easier in handling the tool than the farmers.
• Students had difficulties with questions about networking related to farming (feed
suppliers, cooperatives, dairy plants, etc.), because students are in this stage of
their life as a student involved in other networks, like school environment, friends,
hobbies, sports, etc.
• Regarding farming goals, such as size of farm, investments, new techniques, the
students tended to be over courageous, i.e. too ambitious and not realistic. Their
future dream farm is often far outside reality.
• Regarding availability of knowledge and credit, the students were more optimistic
than the farmers.
• Regarding opportunities and threats, the students saw more opportunities than
their parent farmers. They are very much in favour of new techniques, ICT and the
market place. For instance, students look for new marketing lines. They have
sometimes very innovative ideas.
Students needed to be asked all the time about the reality of their plans and assumptions.
The ISM methodology could be an instrument for use in business-oriented classes or as
part of curriculums related to farm management. In Slovenia, some students used the ISM
tool together with their parents and both (current owner and future successor) formulated
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the internal and external factors of the farm, their competencies, and the strategies to
reach the future goals of the farm. The outcome was presented in meetings in which the
farmers and their student sons / daughters participated. One example is presented below
(Figure 1; Picture 1).

Figure 1. Example of use of ISM tool by father and son

Picture 1. Group of Slovenian students after presenting their future strategies (together
with trainers/facilitators)
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Observations from the farmer training sessions in period 2010-2013
The project has been stimulating and inspiring for all persons involved. Exchanging
experiences, translating and adapting processes and an educational tool not only to
different languages and sectors, but also to different cultures have been quite challenging
and rewarding in the way of learning and new friendships.
The main conclusions from the farmer trainings concerning the key success factors for the
training and opportunities for implementation of the training and advise for the future,
were:
• This type of interactive training is very different from the usual kind of trainings
and lectures that is being offered these days to the farmers. It is important to be
aware of this difference in the way of communication, when selecting participants
and when choosing and training the facilitators.
• The expectations about the training should be clear. Farmers have different views
on strategic plans. Some farmers think strategic planning is about financial
calculations, which is not a major topic of this training. This training is more
about creating awareness of farmers concerning their own situation and future
expectations and goals. It is essential that the content and results of the training
are well understood by the farmer to avoid misunderstandings.
• The timing and the season are important. Training should be planned during the
winter, because during spring and summer time farmers are too busy with
fieldwork. It is not just the time needed for the training itself, but the farmers also
need time for the homework assignments and time to reflect and think about new
ideas and possibilities.
• Good trainers/facilitators are needed. The facilitator has a key role in the process.
He or she must be able to stimulate farmers to think outside the box and to
stimulate them to interact with colleagues and others. The facilitator must
understand the process oriented approach of the training and should have the skills
to perform this approach with a group of farmers. The facilitation is a lot easier if
he or she has knowledge of the sector and is aware of the current issues in the
sector. Knowledge of the sector also helps to ask the right questions and to give
good and inspiring examples.
• The farmers attending the training should be self-motivated to work and to discuss
strategic choices. Therefore, an appropriate recruitment of the farmers is essential.
If farmers are not motivated, the process is difficult to manage. Because the
training is with a group, the farmers must be willing to share data and views with
their colleagues and the trainer. During the training the farmers work with a
computer, therefore, some experience with working with the computer is helpful
for a successful training.
• Involvement of the participant is a key factor to success. It is important that the
farmers are fully involved in the training. This means participating in the
interaction during the training days and doing the homework assignments after
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•

each training session. Farmers should also be present during all three training
days. If you miss out one day it is very difficult to pick up the process again.
A mixture of farmers from different regions may work better than a group of
farmers from, for instance, the same village, to be more open towards the
discussions and interaction in the group.
During the training, the farmers have to work with a web based tool. An important
condition is that the ISM tool should work properly. This implies that the location
for the training should have good internet access. A back up office is needed in
case of soft-ware or other difficulties that may arise. It is important to test the tool
on location before the training. In problem situations, it is helpful to have a paper
version on hand, which can be used to complete the training in an alternative way.
But especially during day 2 the use of the web-based ISM tool is quite essential
for the training.

Some observations from the beekeepers training sessions in 2017 (Picture 2; Figure 2)
 The beekeepers were very much focussing on the questions about marketing;
 The ISM tool stimulated the participants to think about future strategies and a selfevaluation of competences, internal and external factors and to share innovative
ideas related to added value and marketing. The process stimulates the participants
to be open minded and communicative;
 The beekeepers did mostly not know each other; in such case the training creates a
new network among the participants;
 Questions in the tool are now very generally formulated, such that you can apply
it for all agrarians; the role of the facilitator has become to raise questions about
the sector; moreover, a set of questions can be added for specific sectors or
countries to the ISM tool as a kind of personal account of the facilitator;
 The GAP (comparison of own strategy with tool calculated strategy) analysis has
improved by presenting the factors which cause the difference between the own
and the calculated strategies in the output;
 The group acted very much like beekeepers: they complained about other sectors.
For that reason, it would be perhaps difficult to have a mixed group of beekeepers
together with dairy farmers or pig farmers.
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Picture 2. ISM training with Slovenian beekeepers

Figure 2. Output produced by one of the Slovenian beekeepers using the new ISM tool
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Homework assignment: Interview with an entrepreneur outside the agricultural
sector
To look beyond the boundaries of their company, even outside the agricultural sector, the
farmers had to do homework assignments. One of the assignments was to interview an
entrepreneur from a different sector. The goal of the assignment is to have a conversation
with another entrepreneur on the strategic level. At first sight, it seems hard to compare a
farm with a company outside of agriculture. But, if you look at it from a strategic level,
then there are many similarities: uncertainty about market developments, dealing with
stakeholders and neighbours, changing legislation, etc. And because the two
entrepreneurs do not understand the operational details of each other’s company, it is
easier to discuss on the strategic and tactical levels. With this conversation the farmer
sees similarities with other businesses and becomes more confident because he learns that
other entrepreneurs are also interested in the business of a farmer. Another effect is that
the farmer obtains feedback on how somebody from the outside looks at his business.
Moreover, the farmer learns how to network, how to get in touch with somebody outside
his usual network.
Example from Poland
At the beginning, we started our business as a state store specialised in hydraulics. After a
long time we became the private owners – we bought the store from the state. Taking
over the store and starting self-employment was then the best choice. After that, we began
to the take the first steps in the Polish market as a private business. Initially, we had a
dozen customers, a small shop (40 m2) and a storeroom. The main aim of the business
was to expand and to gain new customers and to offer new products of high quality and
durability. The personal purpose was (and still is) a steady income as financial support to
our family. To describe the current situation, our shop area is about 600 m2 and a few
hundred customers are interested in our shop. We are also a wholesaler and we supply
other brand shops as well as we are representatives of a large number of major
manufacturers of hydraulics and sanitary items. The main business goal is considerable
progress by constantly expanding the range of products. As we are talking about the
disadvantages of our business, the fixed working hours and the stress of running a private
business are still the main difficulties. The biggest advantage is the possibility to
continuously learn about new technologies and technical innovations. Certainly, the
important person in creating our business is my dad, who was the founder of the
company. He gave me the necessary experience in running the business. He showed me
how to manage the company and to set the direction of the company.
The farmer interviewer recognized that they had several business aspects in common. For
instance, the family business and downer relationship are similar for both parties.
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Evaluation of trainings
Evaluation is a very important element of the ISM method and learning process. It helps
to check whether the method and training were carried out in a proper way. The
evaluation also allows detecting potential problems of the training and preventing their
occurrence in the future. For the purpose of the evaluation of the ISM trainings in the
period 2010 to 2013, two methods were used: evaluation forms and a telephone
evaluation two months after the training.
Evaluation forms
Evaluation forms were prepared and collected about the training to be filled in by the
farmers (after each training day); about the training and the group to be filled in by the
facilitator (2 times per training day); and about the use of the ISM tool, the farmers’
group and the facilitator to be filled in by an independent observer. The evaluation helped
to assess the training itself and to make improvements and adjustments for the future. The
evaluation results showed, in all three countries, that the farmers’ expectation about the
training were mostly fulfilled. It can be observed, however, that after the first training day
a part of the participating farmers were surprised by the form of the training (see Figure
3). The reason might be that in the three countries in which the evaluation was carried
out, farmers are rather used to the “lecture type” of trainings, where interaction with the
lecturer is minor. However, during the ISM trainings farmers had to work themselves
with computers and they had to analyse and discuss the findings about themselves and
their farm with the group. This might have caused some concerns of the participants.

Figure 3. Expectations about trainings by day
Source: Malak-Rawlikowska (2013). Evaluation of trainings, in Beldman et al. (2013), pages 76-78
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In the Netherlands’ RABO bank ISM training, 847 young farmers in 89 groups have been
trained in ISM since 2016. The total number of training days was 5. Figure 4 provides an
impression of the average evaluation outcomes over the last three years, showing that the
1st day training usually scored the lowest. This is in agreement with the evaluation results
in the three Central and Eastern European countries. Obviously, more factors than being
unknown with this kind of group meetings seems to influence the appreciation of the
training day by the farmers. For instance, to get to know each other may also play a factor
in the process of appreciation of the training content.

Figure 4. Average scores of the Rabo Successors Training in the Netherlands in the
training seasons 2015-2015, 2015-2016 and 2016-2017. The scores are
calculated as the average of all scores of all participants per training day (five in
total) in that particular year (Source: Tomson and Smit (2017); this proceedings booklet)
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Abstract
Two surveys containing questions about entrepreneurial features, perceived availability
of resources and perceived opportunities and threats were carried out in the second half
of 2011 and in January 2012 (t0) and in the spring of 2013 (t1). The survey at t0, was
completed by respectively 334, 334 and 362 dairy farmers in Lithuania, Poland and
Slovenia. Of these farmers, respectively 46, 42 and 49 were asked to participate in
interactive strategic management (ISM) trainings. These so-called ‘ISM farmers’ were
asked to complete the survey again at t1. Respectively 39, 22 and 41 dairy farmers in
Lithuania, Poland and Slovenia complied with that request. By that time they had
participated in three ISM training days shortly after t0 and one ISM return meeting after
approximately a year. In addition, respectively 63, 49 and 134 Lithuanian, Polish and
Slovenian dairy farmers who completed the survey the first time (at t0) but who did not
participate in the ISM trainings were asked to complete the second survey (at t1). They
are referred to as the not-trained control group.
Analyses of the complete dataset at t0 with respectively 334, 334 and 362 Lithuanian,
Polish and Slovenian dairy farmers indicated that farmers with higher self-reported
competence levels had significantly higher scores on the entrepreneurial features locus of
control, knowledge on development direction, strategic reflection, ambition and customer
orientation, and lower scores on passivity. In addition, they seemed to perceive
regulations, EU subsidies and accession to the EU, internet and ICT applications and the
milk market situation in their country more as an opportunity than farmers with lower
competence levels, and they seemed to be more optimistic about the availability of milk
quota and knowledge.
Analyses of the data collected for all 348 farmers who also participated in the survey at
t1 revealed that ISM trainings seem to have a positive effect on the farmers’ competencies
and entrepreneurial features. In addition, farmers with low and intermediate selfreported competence levels seem to take more advantage of the ISM trainings than
farmers with high self-reported competence levels. This indicates that ISM trainings can
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contribute to the development of competencies and thus to growth, innovation and
diversification of enterprises and for continuously recognising new business opportunities
Keywords: agricultural entrepreneurship, competencies, interactive training, strategic
management
Introduction
Since the fall of the communist regime in the 1990s and the accession to the EU in 2004,
agriculture in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE countries) has faced radical changes in
the agrifood supply chains in terms of output, productivity, employment, investments,
product standards, the organization of supply channels and the role of foreign investment
(Buchenrieder and Möllers, 2009; Dries et al. 2009; Zemeckis and Drozdz, 2009). CEE
countries and other countries characterized by similar farming areas, can keep up with
these developments in agriculture only if farmers are willing and able to deal with the
radical changes that are facing them. This demands entrepreneurial competencies
(Pyysiäinen et al., 2006; Vesala and Pyysiäinen, 2008).These are defined as the ability to
perform specific tasks and refer to the underlying knowledge, skills, ability, personality
traits and know-how that result in effective task fulfilment within a specific context (Man
et al., 2002; Bergevoet and Van Woerkum, 2006; Lans, 2009). In agriculture,
entrepreneurial competence refers to the exploration of new pathways to growth,
innovation and diversification and the ability of owner-managers to identify and pursue
such opportunities (Lans, 2009). The development of entrepreneurship is thus important
to enable social responsible farming, but also with regard to other strategic choices such
as those related to the succession of the farm, diversification of the business as well as
investment decisions that have an impact on the overall competitiveness of the farm (Lans
et al., 2004; De Lauwere, 2005; Nuthall, 2006; McElwee, 2008; Alsos and Carter, 2006;
Lans, 2009). This stresses the importance of improving entrepreneurial competencies in
order to help farmers to deal with the challenges they are facing in order to keep up with
business demands and keep the farm viable.
Kraus and Kauranen (2009) state that integration of entrepreneurial (opportunity-seeking)
and strategic (advantage-seeking) perspectives seems to be a promising approach for
contemporary management, and is probably even a necessary approach for coping with
the effects of the new competitive landscape. This supports the idea for (interactive)
training of farmers to become more entrepreneurial and to improve entrepreneurial
competencies (including opportunity, relationship, organizing, strategic and commitment
competencies (Man et al., 2002; Beldman et al., 2013). However not much empirical
work has been done to ‘prove’ the effects of such training. In this paper, the results of a
study are presented in which an attempt has been made to demonstrate the effects of an
interactive strategic management training (ISM) on entrepreneurship and competencies of
dairy farmers in Lithuania, Poland and Slovenia in an empirical way. The hypothesis was
that scores on (self-reported) entrepreneurial features (competencies) would change in a
positive way after ISM trainings in a group of farmers who participated in the trainings
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(the ISM group), and would not change or change to a smaller extent or in another
direction in another not trained control group. This will be elaborated further in the
material and methods section.
Material and Methods
Data collection
Two surveys using structured questionnaires with pre-programmed answers were carried
out in Lithuania, Poland and Slovenia. Both surveys contained the same questions about
farm strategies, competencies, entrepreneurial features, future expectations, perceived
opportunities and threats and the perceived availability of resources. The first survey, the
baseline measurement at t0, was carried out in the second half of 2011 and in January
2012. Respectively, 334, 334 and 362 dairy farmers participated in this survey in
Lithuania, Poland and Slovenia. Of these farmers, 46, 42 and 49 were asked to participate
in the ISM trainings in Lithuania, Poland and Slovenia, respectively. They are referred to
as ISM farmers. The ISM training consisted of three consecutive meetings in which the
farmers were asked to reflect upon their strategic choices in relation to their farm, their
environment and their own weaknesses and strengths. In each country the farmers who
participated in the training were divided in five groups of 6 to 10 farmers to stimulate
discussions between farmers. On the third (last) training day, the farmers were asked to
present their future farm plans to their group. The trainings were carried out in the spring
of 2012. About a year later, in the spring of 2013, the farmers were invited for a return
meeting. In this meeting, the farmers met again in their own group and it was discussed
whether and how farmers had changed their farm strategy and future farm plans after the
ISM training in 2012.
The second survey, the repetition at t1, was carried out in the spring and summer of 2013
after the return meetings of the ISM trainings. The ISM farmers who participated in these
meetings were asked to complete the survey again. This concerned 39 dairy farmers in
Lithuania, 22 dairy farmers in Poland and 41 dairy farmers in Slovenia. Besides this,
respectively 63, 49 and 134 Lithuanian, Polish and Slovenian dairy farmers who
completed the survey the first time (at t0) but who did not participate in the ISM trainings
were asked to complete the second survey (at t1). They are referred to as the not-trained
control group (Table 1).
Table 1. Overview of the number of farmers who participated in the surveys at t0 and t1
in Lithuania, Poland and Slovenia
t0 (2012)
t1 (2013)
Country
All farmers*
ISM farmers
Control group
Total
Lithuania
334
39
63
102
Poland
334
22
49
71
Slovenia
362
41
134
175
Total
1030
102
246
348
*the survey at t0 was carried out before the start of the ISM trainings
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The questions with pre-programmed answers could be answered on a 7-point scale, in
which 1 was the most negative score (eg. totally disagree, very unlikely), 4 was the
neutral score and 7 was the most positive score (eg. totally agree, very likely). The
questions also could be answered with ‘don’t know’/’not applicable’. These answers were
interpreted as missing values in the analyses.
Data analysis
The effects of the ISM trainings were measured by means of an univariate ANOVA in
which ISM participation was the independent variable and the differences between scores
on questions regarding entrepreneurial features, strategies, perceived availability of
resources and perceived opportunities and threats before and after the ISM trainings were
the dependent variables. The hypothesis was that the scores would change in a positive
way after the ISM trainings in the ISM group and would not change or change to a
smaller extent or in another direction in the not trained control group. Results are
mentioned only if the difference between t0 and t1 (Δt) is significant (p<0.05) or if there
is a tendency (p<0.10) between the ISM group and the not trained control group.
In the underlying paper, firstly the effects of competence levels on scores on
entrepreneurial features, perceived opportunities and threats and perceived availability of
resources are presented. These results are based on the analysis of the complete dataset
collected at t0 (with 334, 334 and 362 Lithuanian, Polish and Slovenian farmers
respectively). The results of those analyses are described in detail in De Lauwere et al.,
(2018; accepted for publication in Transformations in Business and Economics).
However, in the underlying paper, emphasis is on the effects of the ISM trainings on
farmers’ competencies. The analyses for this part of the study have been performed for all
348 farmers who participated in the survey at t1 together, for farmers with different
competence levels3 and for farmers from different countries.
Results
Effects of competence level
The analyses of the complete dataset at t0 indicated that differences in entrepreneurship
exist between farmers with different competence levels. Farmers with higher self-reported
competence levels had significantly higher scores on the entrepreneurial features locus of
control, knowledge on development direction, strategic reflection, ambition and customer
orientation, and lower scores on passivity (Table 2).

3

Competence levels are determined on the basis of a cluster analysis performed with the survey data
gathered at t0; for more detail: see De Lauwere et al., 2018 (accepted for publication in Transformations in
Business and Economics)
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Table 2. Entrepreneurial features of dairy farmers with low (LC), intermediate (IC) and
high levels (HC) of competence (mean and standard deviation between brackets).
Entrepreneurial features (measures on a 7-point scale: 1 = fully disagree, 7 = fully agree)
LC_farmers
IC_farmers
HC_farmers
Mean (std)
n
Mean (std)
n
Mean (std)
Locus of control
3.6 (0.8)a
170
4.2 (0.8)b
468
4.8 (0.9)c
Knowledge on
development
3.8 (0.9)a
169
4.4 (1.0)b
467
5.1 (0.9)c
direction
Strategic reflection
3.7 (0.8)a
168
4.5 (0.8)b
468
5.2 (0.8)c
Ambition
3.5 (1.2)a
169
4.2 (1.0)b
467
5.1 (1.1)c
a
b
Customer orientation
4.4 (1.2)
169
5.1 (1.0)
464
5.7 (1.0)c
Passivity
4.4 (1.2)b
169
4.2 (1.1)ab
469
4.1 (1.5)a

n
363

F
137.4***

363

123.7***

362
363
361
363

222.3***
135.6***
96.9***
4.9**

abc

Different characters in a row mean a significant difference; *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001
Source: De Lauwere et al., (2018; accepted for publication in Transformations in Business and
Economics)

Farmers with higher self-reported competence levels also seemed to perceive regulations,
EU subsidies and accession to the EU, internet and ICT applications and the milk market
situation in their country more as an opportunity than farmers with lower competence
levels. In addition, they seemed to be more optimistic about the availability of milk quota
and knowledge (Table 3).
Table 3. Perceived opportunities and threats and availability of resources of dairy farmers
with low (LC), intermediate (IC) and high levels (HC) of competence (mean and
standard deviation between brackets);.
Opportunities and threats (measures on a 7-point scale: 1 = big threat, 2 = threat, 3 = modest threat, 4 =
neutral, 5 = modest opportunity, 6 = opportunity, 7 = big opportunity)
LC_farmers
IC_farmers
HC_farmers
Mean (std)
n
Mean (std)
n
Mean (std)
n
F
a
b
c
Regulations
3.7 (1.2)
169
4.1 (1.2)
464
4.4 (1.4)
362
18.7***
EU
subsidies/accessio
4.9 (1.3)a
169
5.2 (1.4)b
462
5.4 (1.4)b
360
7.4**
n to EU
Internet and ICT
5.3 (1.2)a
167
5.7 (1.1)b
460
6.0 (1.0)c
361
23.7***
applications
Milk market
3.7 (1.3)a
167
4.0 (1.3)b
454
4.2 (1.6)c
356
6.5**
situation
Availability of resources (measures on a 7-point scale: 1 = very difficult to obtain, 2 = difficult to obtain,
3 = somewhat difficult to obtain, 4 = neutral, 5 = somewhat easy to obtain, 6 = easy to obtain, 7 = very
easy to obtain)
LC_farmers
IC_farmers
HC_farmers
Mean (std)
n
Mean (std)
n
Mean (std)
n
F
a
a
b
Milk quota
4.4 (1.5)
139
4.6 (1.6)
400
4.8 (1.7)
297
3.9*
Knowledge
5.1 (1.2)a
165
5.2 (1.2)a
464
5.5 (1.2)b
356
6.9**
abc

Different characters in a row mean a significant difference; *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001
Source: De Lauwere et al., 2018 (accepted for publication in Transformations in Business and
Economics)
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Effects of ISM trainings
All farmers and farmers with different self-reported competence levels
Table 4 shows the effect of ISM trainings on changes in scores on entrepreneurial
features, perceived availability of resources and perceived opportunities and threats for all
farmers of the ISM group and not trained control group and for farmers with low,
intermediate and high competence levels (LC-farmers, IC-farmers and HC-farmers
respectively). Looking at the results of all farmers together showed that ISM farmers had
slightly higher average scores on the entrepreneurial features pursuing, analysing,
strategic reflection and customer orientation at t1 than at t0, while the opposite was found
for the farmers of the control group. In addition, ISM farmers seemed to perceive EU
subsidies and accession to the EU slightly more as an opportunity at t1 than at t0, while
the opposite was found for the farmers of the control group.
Looking at the effects of the ISM trainings for farmers of different competence levels
reveals comparable differences between ISM farmers and farmers of the control group.
However, more effects were found for farmers with lower and intermediate competence
levels and the differences between t1 and t0 seemed to be bigger for ISM farmers than for
farmers of the not trained control group, especially for farmers with lower self-reported
competence levels (Table 4).
The results of the farmers with low self-reported competence levels are:
 Both ISM farmers and farmers of the control group had higher scores on pursuing,
analysing, locus of control and the perceived availability of milk quota at t1 than
at t0. However, the differences were bigger for ISM farmers.
The results of the farmers with intermediate self-reported competence levels are:
 Both ISM farmers and farmers of the control group had slightly higher scores on
pursuing and networking at t1 than at t0 and they perceived EU subsidies and
accession to the EU more as an opportunity at t1 than at t0. However, the
differences were bigger for ISM farmers.
 ISM farmers had slightly higher average scores on analysing at t1 than at t0, while
the opposite was found for the farmers of the control group.
The results of the farmers with high self-reported competence levels are:
 Both ISM farmers and farmers of the control group had slightly lower scores on
strategic reflection at t1 than at t0. However, the difference was smaller for ISM
farmers.
 ISM farmers had slightly higher average scores on customer orientation at t1 than
at t0, while the opposite was found for the farmers of the control group.
Table 4. Effect of ISM trainings on changes in scores on entrepreneurial features
(entrepren), perceived availability of resources (resource) and perceived opportunities and
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threats (oppthreat) for all farmers of the ISM group and not trained control group and for
farmers with low, intermediate and high competence levels (LC-farmers, IC-farmers and
HC-farmers respectively); scores are on a 7 point scale with 1 being the most negative
and 7 being the most positive score.
Type of
construct
All farmers
Entrepren
Entrepren
Entrepren
Entrepren
Oppthreat
LC_farmers
Entrepren
Entrepren
Entrepren
Resource
IC_farmers
Entrepren
Entrepren
Entrepren
Oppthreat
HC_farmers
Entrepren
Entrepren

Construct

ISM group
Mean (sd)
Δt
at t0

n

Control group
Mean (sd)
Δt
at t0

n

F

Pursuing
Analysing
Strategic reflection
Customer orientation
EU

5.2 (0.9)
5.4 (0.9)
4.8 (1.0)
5.4 (1.1)
5.3 (1.4)

0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2

101
101
101
101
101

5.1 (1.1)
5.5 (0.9)
4.8 (1.0)
5.4 (1.1)
5.2 (1.4)

-0.1
-0.1
-0.2
-0.1
-0.2

243
243
241
241
238

4.6*
3.9(*)
3.8(*)
5.7*
3.6(*)

Pursuing
Analysing
Locus of control
Milk quota

3.8 (0.5)
4.0 (0.6)
3.5 (1.1)
3.7 (1.8)

1.6
1.3
1.0
1.3

10
10
10
10

3.6 (0.8)
4.3 (0.7)
3.7 (0.8)
4.1 (1.5)

0.6
0.6
0.4
0.04

32
32
32
32

4.9*
4.8*
4.8*
4.5*

Pursuing
Analysing
Networking
EU

5.0 (0.7)
5.1 (0.6)
4.1 (0.8)
5.3 (1.2)

0.3
0.3
0.7
0.3

48
48
48
47

4.9 (0.8)
5.2 (0.6)
4.4 (0.8)
5.1 (1.4)

0.1
-0.1
0.3
0.1

112
112
112
112

3.0(*)
5.7*
6.3*
3.0(*)

Strategic reflection
Customer orientation

5.3 (0.8)
5.8 (0.8)

-0.1
0.1

43
43

5.2 (0.9)
5.8 (1.0)

-0.4
-0.4

94
94

3.8(*)
3.5(*)

*p<0.05; (*)p<0.10; a significant difference (p<0.05) or tendency (p<0.10) means that Δt
of the ISM group differs from that of the control group.

Farmers from different countries
Table 5 shows the effect of ISM trainings on changes in scores on entrepreneurial
features, perceived availability of resources and perceived opportunities and threats for
Lithuanian, Polish and Slovenian farmers of the ISM group and not trained control group.
It is strikingly that not many differences are found in Slovenia. The only effect found in
this country is that Slovenian ISM farmers seemed to perceive regulations slightly less as
a threat at t1 than at t0, while the opposite was found for the Slovenian farmers of the
control group (Table 5).
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Table 5. Effect of ISM trainings on changes in scores on entrepreneurial features
(Entrepren), perceived availability of resources (resource) and perceived opportunities
and threats (oppthreat) for Lithuanian, Polish and Slovenian farmers of the ISM group
and not trained control group; scores are on a 7 point scale with 1 being the most negative
and 7 being the most positive score.
Type of
construct
Lithuania
Entrepren
Entrepren
Entrepren
Entrepren
Entrepren
Entrepren
Entrepren
Resource
Oppthreat
Poland
Entrepren
Entrepren
Entrepren
Entrepren
Slovenia
Oppthreat

Construct

ISM group
Mean (sd)
Δt
at t0

n

Control group
Mean (sd)
Δt
at t0

n

F

Ambition
Networking
Locus of control
Customer orientation
Perceived performance
Financial prudence
Strategic reflection
Milk quota
EU

4.3 (1.4)
4.3 (1.2)
4.5 (1.0)
5.5 (1.2)
4.6 (0.9)
6.0 (1.0)
4.8 (1.1)
4.7 (1.7)
5.7 (1.4)

0.1
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
-0.04
-0.1
0.4

39
39
39
39
39
39
39
34
39

4.2 (1.4)
4.6 (1.3)
4.5 (1.2)
5.6 (1.2)
4.8 (1.2)
6.2 (0.9)
4.7 (1.1)
5.1 (1.4)
5.9 (1.0)

-0.4
-0.3
-0.3
-0.3
-0.3
-0.1
-0.5
-1.0
-0.5

63
62
63
62
60
63
63
44
63

3.5(*)
4.9*
4.1*
3.7(*)
6.6*
3.4(*)
4.9*
4.9*
9.6**

Pursuing
Analysing
Customer orientation
Perceived performance

4.8 (0.7)
5.1 (0.7)
5.1 (0.9)
4.8 (0.5)

0.5
0.5
0.7
-0.7

22
22
22
22

5.0 (0.8)
5.2 (0.7)
5.0 (0.8)
4.8 (0.8)

0.1
-0.01
0.1
0.1

49
49
48
49

4.5*
7.5**
4.4*
6.4*

Regulations

3.9 (1.4)

0.3

40

3.9 (1.1)

-0.1

128

3.5(*)

*p<0.05; (*)p<0.10; a significant difference (p<0.05) or tendency (p<0.10) means that Δt of the
ISM group differs from that of the control group.

The following results were found in Lithuania (Table 5):
 ISM farmers had slightly higher average scores on the entrepreneurial features
ambition, networking, locus of control, customer orientation, perceived
performance and financial prudence at t1 than at t0, while the opposite was found
for the farmers of the control group.
 Both ISM farmers and farmers of the control group had slightly lower scores on
strategic reflection at t1 than at t0. However, the difference was smaller for ISM
farmers.
 Both ISM farmers and farmers of the control group perceived the availability of
resources lower at t1 than at t0. However, the difference was smaller for ISM
farmers.
 ISM farmers perceived EU subsidies and accession to the EU more as an
opportunity at t1 than at t0, while the opposite was found for the farmers of the
control group.
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In Poland, the following results were found (Table 5):
 Both ISM farmers and farmers of the control group had slightly higher scores on
pursuing and customer orientation at t1 than at t0. However, the differences were
bigger for ISM farmers.
 ISM farmers had slightly higher average scores on analysing at t1 than at t0, while
the opposite was found for the farmers of the control group.
 ISM farmers had slightly lower average scores on perceived performance at t1
than at t0, while the opposite was found for the farmers of the control group.
Discussion
Farmers with different competence levels
The analysis of the survey performed at t0 revealed that differences in entrepreneurship
exist between farmers with different competence levels. Farmers with higher self-reported
competence levels had significantly higher scores on the entrepreneurial features locus of
control, knowledge on development direction, strategic reflection, ambition and customer
orientation, and lower scores on passivity. They also seemed to perceive regulations, EU
subsidies and accession to the EU, internet and ICT applications and the milk market
situation in their country more as an opportunity than farmers with lower competence
levels and they seemed to be more optimistic about the availability of milk quota and
knowledge.
According to Man et al., (2002), entrepreneurial competencies can be seen as the total
ability of the entrepreneur to perform a job successfully. Knowledge on development
direction is related to opportunity seeking competencies (Bergevoet, 2005), strategic
reflection is part of the strategic competencies which are important to set, evaluate and
implement the strategies of the enterprise (Man et al., 2002) and locus of control,
ambition, customer orientation and passivity are personal characteristics which also affect
entrepreneurial competencies in a positive (locus of control, ambition and customer
orientation) or negative way (passivity) (Shrapnel and Davie, 2001; De Lauwere, 2005;
Kraus and Kauranen, 2009; McElwee, 2008).
Effects of ISM
Comparing the scores on entrepreneurial features of ISM farmers and not trained farmers
of the control group at t1 and t0 showed that the ISM training indeed can be helpful to
improve entrepreneurial competencies. Apart from a few exceptions, ISM farmers had
higher scores on a number of entrepreneurial features at t1 than at t0 (after the ISM
trainings), while the opposite or a smaller difference was found for the not trained control
group. The same tendency was found for the perceived availability of resources and the
perceived opportunities and threats. Comparable results have been found by other authors
as well. Bergevoet and Van Woerkum (2006) found that interactive training of dairy
farmers in study groups can help farmers think in a structured way about reality and
generate knowledge (learning to learn), can help them to develop professional networks,
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can create a shared understanding and can give their morale a boost. Verstegen and De
Lauwere (2009) found that either group or individual intervention programs improved
scores on entrepreneurial competencies of farmers and changed their perception on
developments in the external environment. Comparable findings have been reported by
Hampel-Milagrosa et al., (2015) for micro and small enterprises: a higher quality of
education increased the ability of entrepreneurs to upgrade their enterprises.
Although the differences between t1 and t0 found for scores on entrepreneurial features,
perceived availability of resources and perceived opportunities and threats all pointed in
the same direction, some different results were found between farmers of different selfreported competence levels and countries. More effects of ISM were found for farmers
with lower and intermediate competence levels and the differences between t1 and t0
seemed to be bigger for ISM farmers than for farmers of the not trained control group,
especially for farmers with lower self-reported competence levels. Moreover it appeared
that in Slovenia less differences were found between t1 and t0 than in Poland and
Lithuania. This may be related to the different contexts in which the farmers in the
different countries have to operate. However, due to organisational circumstances, data
were collected differently in Slovenia than in Lithuania and Poland4. This resulted in a
relatively small number of farmers with a low self-reported competence level in Slovenia
and a relatively large number of farmers with a high self-reported competence levels5.
This may also have affected the results found in Slovenia.
Conclusions
Lithuanian, Polish and Slovenian dairy farmers with higher self-reported competence
levels had higher scores on locus of control, knowledge on development direction,
strategic reflection, ambition and customer orientation, and lower scores on passivity than
farmers with lower self-reported competence levels. In addition, they seemed to perceive
regulations, EU subsidies and accession to the EU, internet and ICT applications and the
milk market situation in their country more as an opportunity, and they seemed to be
more optimistic about the availability of milk quota and knowledge. These pleas for the
development of entrepreneurial competencies.
ISM trainings may be useful for this because it can be concluded on the basis of the study
of the effects of the ISM trainings, that the ISM trainings seem to have had a positive
4

In Lithuania and Poland, the surveys were collected by employees of extension services who visited the
farmers and completed the questionnaires together with them (without influencing the farmers although
they did help to clarify any questions if necessary). In Slovenia the questionnaires were distributed during
farmers’ meetings. A researcher explained the questionnaire during the meetings and asked the farmers to
take the questionnaires home, complete them and return them. If a farmer did not return the questionnaire,
the researcher reminded him by telephone. If this still did not result in the questionnaire being returned, the
researcher collected the questionnaire personally. See De Lauwere et al. (2018; accepted for publication in
Transformations in Business and Economics)
5
(χ2=23.2; p<0.001) (see De Lauwere et al. (2018; accepted for publication in Transformations in Business
and Economics)
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effect on the farmers’ competencies and entrepreneurial features – at least in Poland and
Lithuania. In addition, farmers with low and intermediate self-reported competence levels
seem to take more advantage of the ISM trainings than farmers with high self-reported
competence levels. This is important because the development of competencies is
important for the growth, innovation and diversification of enterprises and for
continuously recognising new business opportunities (Batterink et al., 2006; Nuthall,
2006; Lans, 2009).
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Abstract
Strategic choices are part of entrepreneurship. To evaluate strategic choices by dairy
farmers and stakeholders in Europe, farm and sector development paths in Poland,
Slovenia, Lithuania, Austria and the Netherlands were analysed. Opinions about
availability of resources, external opportunities and threats, and future performance were
explored. Principal component and hierarchical cluster analyses were performed to find
strategic groups of farmers and stakeholders. Next, the opinions of farmers and
stakeholders were compared to see if both parties had a similar outlook on the future.
Seven strategic farmer groups emerged with specific development paths, i.e. “Wait and
see”, “Movers”, “Chain integrators”, “Specializers” and “Diversifiers”. The latter two
split into cooperative and independent groups. Eight strategic stakeholder groups were
identified, varying from “Focus on Expansion/Intensification in dairy and the market” to
a “Wait and see attitude”. External opportunities and threats varied greatly between
countries but to a lesser degree between the strategic groups. The attitudes of farmers
and stakeholders from Eastern Europe towards the market and future Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP) were more pessimistic than those of Western European
farmers. The stakeholders and farmers did have deviating opinions about some of the
issues examined.
Keywords: Dairy farmers, Stakeholders, Europe, Strategy, Performance, Common vision,
SWOT
Introduction
Support for farmers via the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) is gradually being
reduced. Price mechanisms are expected to reflect supply and demand so market oriented
business strategies will be increasingly important for the performance of farms in the EU.
Farmers’ market orientation, however, is not yet well understood because strategic
decision making on farms is different from that in large firms. Thus generalizations from
large firms should first be tested before being considered to apply to farms. The situation
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in the “new” EU member states of Eastern Europe also still differs from the “old” EU
countries due to historical reasons (Kuipers et al., 2006; Klopčič et al., 2010; Kuipers et
al., 2014).
According to SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) analyses,
businesses choose strategies that match their internal strengths and weaknesses with
external opportunities and threats, because this improves their performance. In a farming
context this means that strategic choices should exploit the farm’s strengths taking
advantage of opportunities and circumventing threats (O&T) posed by the business
environment to achieving the farmer’s goals. This theoretical framework was tested by
Verhees et al. (2017) on a large sample of farmers in Poland, Lithuania and Slovenia. It
appeared that perceived strategies were not an intermediate variable between on the one
side perceived farming goals, resources and O&T and on the other side future
performance. All these factors appeared to have a direct influence on future performance.
Farms, especially in Europe are small businesses with usually only family labour or with
one or a few employed labourers. Compared to large firms, strategic planning is informal
and more intuitive (or subjective), and characterized by fewer procedures, less rational,
and less support from market research, but more rapid and well coordinated (Darnhofer,
2010).
The aim of this study was to better understand strategic choices in developing the farms.
To facilitate comparison of results across countries, we confined our analyses to one
sector only - the dairy sector. The following research questions were addressed:
1. Which strategic farmer and stakeholder groups can be identified in a number of
selected European countries?
2. Do these two groups have a similar outlook on the future of dairy sector?
3. Are there differences between countries?
Materials and methods
Sample
The study was originally based on 1,028 questionnaires on strategic goals completed by
dairy farmers from Lithuania, Poland and Slovenia (Verhees et al., 2017). In Poland, the
farmers were from the central region of Mazovia, while in Slovenia and Lithuania they
were widely distributed geographically. The questionnaires were gathered in the years
2011/2012 by extension workers during farm visits or in group meetings for extension
activities. In each country, respondents were selected on the basis that more than half of
the family income came from dairy farming and farmers sold their milk or dairy products.
The questionnaire was repeated for part of the farmers in 2013 and 2016. In those years, a
random sample of farmers from the Netherlands was added to the study.
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Stakeholders in these four countries, and also in Austria, were questioned in 2015/16. The
stakeholders were to come about equally from eight categories of dairy chain partners:
input suppliers; breeding and veterinary organisations; financial organisations; farmers
unions; milk processing companies; experts from universities, research and extension;
ministries, and finally NGOs.The same questions were asked as to the dairy farmers. A
few questions were skipped because these questions were not applicable to the
stakeholders. An overview of the number of questioned stakeholders and farmers in the
period 2011 to 2016 is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Overview of number of farmers and stakeholders in analysis
Country

Target group

Poland
Lithuania
Slovenia
Netherlands

Farmers
Farmers
Farmers
Farmers

Poland
Lithuania
Slovenia
Netherlands
Austria

Stakeholders
Stakeholders
Stakeholders
Stakeholders
Stakeholders

2011/2012
base
questionnaire
334
339
355
-

2013
base
questionnaire
60
64
94
73

2015
selected
questions

2016
selected
questions
60
64
94
73

32
40
45
46
41

The characteristics of the farms and farmers in year 2010/11, 2013 and 2016 are
presented in Table 2. It concerns the same farmers in all 3 years (Table 1, last column).
The sample expresses relatively small scale farms in all countries, with the Netherlands
having on average the biggest herds. In Lithuania, a small group of former state farms
with more than 150 cows were included in the sample. The majority of land in the
Lithuanian and Slovenian farms was rented. Farms were very fragmented, especially in
Slovenia.
Table 2. Characteristics (mean ± standard deviation) of the samples of dairy farms in
Lithuania, Poland, Slovenia and the Netherlands in period 2010 to 20161
Country
Lithuania

Poland

Slovenia

Netherlands
1

Year
2010
2012
2015
2010
2012
2015
2010
2012
2015
2012
2015

No of dairy cows
57,02 ± 45,42
61,59 ± 48,47
64,39 ± 52,14
25,35 ± 21,08
28,76 ± 21,92
29,11 ± 17,20
32,14 ± 21,86
31,73 ± 19,34
34,14 ± 32,57
90,97 ± 49,11
99,46 ± 57,40

Land owned (ha)
70,73 ± 68,96
89,78 ± 87,64
102,56 ± 91,53
28,65 ± 7,75
31,49 ± 18,42
29,62 ± 16,06
13,31 ± 7,63
14,39 ± 8,07
15,95 ± 10,05
36,67 ± 24,99
40,18 ± 25,24

Land rented (ha)
80,96 ± 82,35
88,41 ± 83,24
78,61 ± 72,80
7,75 ± 11,81
16,73 ± 16,66
16,86 ± 19,56
15,59 ± 15,01
17,29 ± 14,93
16,71 ± 13,30
19,05 ± 19,53
16,02 ± 16,15

The characteristics of the farms are listed for the year before the questionnaire was held
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Analyses
To measure strategies, farmers were asked to indicate in a list of 10 development paths
what their first, second and third choices were for the development of their farms over the
next five years. A Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was conducted to summarize the
data. A hierarchical cluster analysis (i.e. Ward’s method) was applied to identify farmer
segments, called farm development groups. The same procedure was followed for the 204
stakeholders. However, the stakeholders’ questions were on a Likert scale from 1 to 7.
Moreover, the stakeholder segments were based on development paths, resources, O&T
and expectations. Thus a wider concept was used as for the farmers, and therefore
mentioned strategic groups.
To measure resources, a list of 13 resources available on a farm was compiled.
Respondents were asked to indicate the degree of difficulty in obtaining them. A 7-point
Likert scale anchored by 1 “very difficult to obtain” to 7 “very easy to obtain” was used.
To measure opportunities and threats, a list of 26 economic and social issues in a farm’s
external environment was composed. Respondents were asked to indicate whether they
considered it a threat or an opportunity. A 7-point Likert scale anchored by -3 “big threat”
and +3 “a big opportunity” was used. For presentation purposes, this scale was
transformed to 1 to 7, equal to the scale used for the other elements in the model.
To measure performance, 5 indicators for performance were listed as statements.
Respondents were asked to indicate whether they agreed with the statements. A 7-point
Likert scale anchored by 1 “fully disagree” to 7 “fully agree” was used.
PCAs with the rotation method were conducted to see if the questions could be
summarized within resources, O&T and performance expectations. Average scores across
the variables in each main factor were used in the subsequent analyses.
For farmers, farmer segments based on their development paths, using the complete set of
1,028 respondents, will be presented. Seven farmer segments, i.e. farm development
groups were found (Verhees et al., 2017). The trend of the most interesting main factors
will be presented over the period 2011 to 2016.
For stakeholders, the segments were more widely defined. There were eight so called
strategic groups of stakeholders found. Finally, the scores for farmers and stakeholders
will be compared for a series of selected questions. The most revealing questions will be
discussed.
Above studies were done as a context analysis for the farmers participating in the
interactive strategic management trainings (ISM) in those years (Beldman et al., 2013).
The ISM farmers were included in the farmer samples.
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Results and discussion
Farm development groups
Table 3 shows the farm development groups per country identified based on their
different strategies. The percentage of farmers in each group is listed in the bottom row of
Table 3. The largest percentage of farmers (42%) choose the Independent specialisers
development path. These farmers had the most negative score for diversifying as a route
of choice, which indicates they intended to focus on dairy farming. Moreover, they also
had the most negative score for Wait and see, indicating that they are more pro-active
than the others in seeking to expand their farm operations. Related to this group were
Cooperating specialisers (13%) who also focus on dairy farming. However, they
emphasize cooperation with other farmers. The Chain integrators, who focus on activities
associated with dairy farming, and the Wait & See groups each represented about 13% of
all farmers. The latter group was more likely to scale down than to increase their
operations. Diversification was an important strategy for 15% of the farmers; 10% pursue
this strategy independently while 5% cooperate with other farmers or partners connected
to dairy farming. Relocating the farm and thus starting a new farm was the strategy of
choice for 5% of the farmers.
The strategic groups were not equally distributed across countries, although all strategic
groups were represented in each country. In all three countries, most farmers are
Independent specializers, but this group is more prominent in Poland and Lithuania than
in Slovenia. Likewise, Cooperating specialisers are more prominent in Slovenia and
Poland than in Lithuania. Farmers who Wait & See are more common in Lithuania. Chain
integration is well developed in Poland and, to a lesser extent, in Slovenia, but hardly at
all in Lithuania. Diversifying is an important strategy in Slovenia and Lithuania (about
one-fifth of farmers), but not in Poland. In Lithuania, farmers mainly diversify
independently, whereas in Slovenia cooperative diversification is preferred.
Table 3. Distribution of farmers (N=1,028) by strategic group per country (%)

Country

Lithuania
Poland
Slovenia
Total

1
Wait &
See

19
10
10
13.2

2
Movers

6
2
6
4.7

3a
Cooperative
specializers
8
15
16
12.8

3b
Independent
specializers
45
49
31
41.5

4
Chain
integrators

4
20
14
12.7

5a
Cooperative
diversifiers
3
1
13
5.6

5b
Independent
diversifiers
15
3
10
9.5

Stakeholder strategic groups
The results of the clustering procedure resulted in eight strategic stakeholder groups as
shown in Table 4. The largest strategic group (21% of stakeholders) focuses on
‘Expansion and Intensification’ in dairy farming, while perceiving a free market as an
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opportunity and expressing high future expectations (Group 1, Table 4). This strategic
group is dominant in the Netherlands. The second largest group (19%) concentrates on
‘Green agriculture’. This strategic stakeholders group represents the largest groups of
stakeholders in Austria, Slovenia and Lithuania. The third largest stakeholder strategic
group (16%) is oriented towards ‘Know-how and Subsidies with a negative outlook on
the market and cooperation’ (Group 7 in Table 6). This group is mainly situated in
Austria and Poland. Around 14% of the stakeholders, mostly in Slovenia and Lithuania,
belong to the Expansion, ICT/Technique and Consumer oriented strategic group, which
expresses a lack of trust in skills (Group 4, table 6). Almost 40% of the Polish
stakeholders choose for specialisation in dairy as main stream, while they appreciate the
location and the availability of subsidies.
Table 4. Strategic stakeholder groups per country and in total (%)
1.
Focus on
Expansion /
Intensification
and Free
market
with high
Expectations

2.
Specialization in
dairy
with
positive
opinion
about
Location
and
Subsidies

3.
Focus
on
Environ
ment
and
Greening
Grazing

4.
Focus on
Expansion /
Intensification and
Technique /
ICT; Subsidy
and
Consumer
oriented with
lack of trust
in Skills

5.
Focus on
Diversification /
Organic
and
positive
towards
Consumer,
Knowhow and
Skills

6.
Expansio
n minded,
critical
towards
Services,
Knowhow,
Subsidies and
Location

7.
Positive
towards
Knowhow and
Subsidies;
negative
towards
Market
and
Cooperation

8.
Wait
&See
with
low
Expectations

Netherlands

67

9

13

7

2

2

0

0

100

Slovenia

5

0

24

22

9

11

9

20

100

Lithuania

2

2

28

20

8

0

18

22

100

Poland

13

38

3

6

3

3

34

0

100

Austria

12

2

27

12

7

5

25

10

100

Total

21

9

19

14

6

4

16

11

100

Country

Changes in farmer opinions over time
Farmers did react rather similar to the questions (combined in main factors) about
resources over the period 2011 to 2016 than the stakeholders, meaning that the
differences in answers were rather limited. However, the farmers responded quite
differently at most of the O&T issues (as examples see Figures 1 and 2) and perceived
future expectations, i.e. performance (see Figure 3) over the study period. These farmer
opinions seem to reflect very much the trend in the milk price, being at an average level
during 2011, a top level during 2013, and a very low level in 2016. This tendency in
farmers’ perceptions and feelings is of great political importance to know.
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Total
(%)

1=big threat; 7=big opportunity

Figure 1. Opinions of farmers about EU-agricultural policy over time

1=big threat; 7=big opportunity

Figure 2. Opinions of farmers about the milk market over time
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LT-Lithuania; PL=Poland; SI=Slovenia; NL-Netherlands;
1=pessimistic outlook; 7=optimistic outlook

Figure 3. Opinions of farmers about their future performance over time

Farmer and stakeholder opinions compared
The farmers in the sample appear to be more positive about availability of credit and
know-how than the stakeholders, while they are less positive about possibilities of land
for rent, level of direct payments and availability of seasonal workers (Table 5). The
opinions about the quality of consulting services do not differ between the farmers and
the stakeholders.
Farmer and stakeholders appear to have a similar attitude towards regulations. However,
the stakeholders are more positive about certifying schemes than then farmers. The
dismantling of the quota system, the milk market situation and possible erosion in direct
payments are considered by the farmers as bigger threats in 2016 than in 2013, when
compared to the stakeholders. As a consequence, the performance expectations of farmers
are also lower in 2016 than in 2013 compared to the stakeholders. These farmer opinions
seem to be quite sensitive to the milk price situation (high price in 2013 and very low
price in 2016).
Technical developments and the orientation towards the consumer are seen as bigger
challenges for the stakeholders than for farmers. However, consumer concerns, greening
the CAB, and adaptation to climate change are more favoured by the farmers in 2016 than
by the stakeholders. This is a remarkable outcome. The topic of grazing shows an
opposite tendency. Farmers worry about the applicability of grazing, while stakeholders
look probably more at it from a society viewpoint.
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Table 5. Farmer and stakeholder opinions compared
(+ indicates that farmers have a significantly higher mean than stakeholders with t-test;
‒ indicates a significantly lower mean; ns = no significance)

Questions
Concerning Resources
Land to buy
Land to rent
Commercial credit
EU subsidies
Direct payments
Machinery
Qualified labour
Seasonal workers
Advise of extension services
Advise of private consultants
Access to new and useful knowledge
Concerning O&T
Regulations for animal welfare
Regulations for veterinary and sanitary
standards
Regulations on manure and fertilizer
Certifying organizations
Future milk quota abolition
Accession to the EU
Future reduction of direct payments

Farmers 2013 minus
Farmers 2016 minus
stakeholders 2016
stakeholders 2016
difference between means
ns
+

(CAP)

Land property legislation
The location of my farm/of farms
Technical developments
Internet/ICT applications
Orientation on consumers/ the market
International milk markets
Advisory services
Veterinarians
Inputs suppliers (fertilizer, feed)
Consumer concerns
Greening CAP
Reduction of climate change1
Reduction of antibiotic use1
Stimulating grazing of cattle1
Performance expectations (main factor)
1

‒

‒

+
ns

+

‒

‒

ns
ns

‒

ns

‒

‒

ns
ns
+

ns
ns
+

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

‒

‒

ns

‒

‒

‒

ns

‒

ns
+

ns
+

‒

‒

‒

‒

‒

‒

ns
ns
+
ns
+

‒

‒

ns
+
ns
+
+
+
ns
‒

+

Questions only asked in 2016
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‒

Conclusions
A large dataset on opinions of dairy farmers and stakeholders was compiled and analysed
to study perceived strategies in the dairy sector in five European countries, of which
stakeholders were only present in Austria. The short conclusions address the following
three questions which were posed in the introduction of this study:
1) Which strategic farmer and stakeholder groups can be identified in a number of
selected European countries?
The analysis for three Central and Eastern European countries revealed 7 farmer groups
each indicating a certain strategic development path: Wait and see, Movers, Specialisers
(cooperating and independent), Chain integrators and Diversifiers (cooperating and
independent). All these strategic groups were represented in each country, but in different
proportions. The main strategy was Specialising in dairy production. Polish farmers had
the highest interest in specialising, Slovenian farmers had the greatest interest in
Diversifying and Lithuanian farmers had the least interest in Cooperation and Chain
integration.
For stakeholders, the clustering procedure for five European countries resulted in eight
strategic stakeholder groups. The largest strategic group focuses on expansion and
intensification in dairy farming, while perceiving a free market as an opportunity and
expressing high future expectations. This strategic group is dominant in the Netherlands.
The second largest strategic group concentrates on green agriculture. This group
dominates in Austria, Slovenia and Lithuania. The third largest stakeholder strategic
group is oriented towards know-how and subsidies with a negative outlook on the market
and cooperation. This group is mainly situated in Austria and Poland. Moreover, almost
40% of the Polish stakeholders choose for specialisation in dairy as main stream, while
they appreciate the location and the availability of subsidies.
2) Do these the farmer and stakeholders have a similar outlook on the future?
The opinions of farmers and stakeholders did differ for some questions related to
resources, i.e. availability of land to rent, credit, seasonal workers and access to useful
know-how. Differences in opinions related to O&T were more significant. Issues like the
abolishment of the milk quota, the market situation and a possible future reduction of
direct payments were more seen as a threat by the farmers in 2016 compared to the
opinions of stakeholders than in 2013. Consequently, farmers showed a downward trend
in future performance expectations during the period 2013 to 2016. Certifying
organisations, orientation on consumers, EU membership and technical developments
were lower scored by farmers than by stakeholders in both years. However, somewhat
unexpectedly, consumer concerns, greening the CAP and reducing the impact of climate
change were seen as a greater challenge by the farmers than by the stakeholders.
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3) Are there differences between countries?
Countries in Europe show their own history, culture and landscape. The opinions of both
farmers and stakeholders in the various regions are strongly affected by this. However,
the overall reaction to a low or high milk price seems to be quite generic.
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Abstract
The purpose of this article is to report on the use of Strategic planning/management by
farmers in Southern Africa and where creativity and entrepreneurship fit into the whole
strategic farm planning process. Creativity occurs in stages 1-5 of the strategic
management model (mission through goals) and entrepreneurship takes place in stage 6
(strategies) of the model described. Most of the larger progressive commercial farmers in
Southern Africa have stages 1-5 as part of their planning process. Stage 6 is where
strategy formulation takes place, which is an entrepreneurial action, where some of the
farmers need assistance because all of them are not entrepreneurs. Farmers tend to use
the stages/sections of the process where they identify weaknesses in their make-up. This is
why this model is a continuous learning model.
Keywords: Strategic planning, Strategic management, Farming success, Strategic
management model, Vision, strategies
Introduction
Farmers globally need a tool that they can use to direct their businesses towards
sustainable success. The term Strategic Management is used by many business managers
all over the world. Managers and staff often go on retreats to construct a strategic plan
for the business, which often lands in file 19 and is forgotten there. The success in
strategic planning lies in the practical functionality of the achievement of goals, strategies
and objectives formulated in a business plan.
Creativity and entrepreneurial skills of the management team involved in the strategic
planning process are of utmost importance to construct a practical strategic plan. Creative
skills are important to identify valuable opportunities that can steer the business to
sustainable success as well as observing threats that can hamper the success of the
business in the future. Entrepreneurial skills are very important in formulating strategies
where it is formulated HOW the business will go about achieving the vision and longterm goal of the farming business.
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Material studied/area description/methods
Nell and Napier (2009) developed the following strategic planning/management model to
assist farmers globally to take well thought - through decisions regarding the future
development path of their farming businesses.

Figure 1. Nell & Napier’s model of “Strategic Approach to Farming Success”
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Nell & Napier Model
The major difference in this model in comparison with the traditional strategic
management models is that the stage where the management team must determine
whether the needed tactics (production resources, marketing, financial, research & human
resources) are in place to execute the stated objectives is moved to an earlier stage in the
model. This stage is traditionally later in the strategic planning process. A farmer cannot
afford to start implementing objectives and realise then that the necessary tactics
(resources) are not in place. It is a waste of both time and money. Remember! The
strategic management process is an ongoing, dynamic process, which can be changed or
adapted any time during the planning process when conditions in the internal or external
environment change.
The farmers are making an investigation into what their farms are doing currently, what
distinguishes them from similar farms and what are they really good at (Stage 1 – Mission
or where is the farm now). The Strategic Vision is the envisaged destination (success),
which can be compared with a picture of the future of the farming business. The culture,
which is also part of Stage 1, is the “oil” that helps people to work together.
Farmer comment: “I realise for the first time what my business is really good at that
distinguishes me from the rest of my fellow farmers”.
The external environment (Stage 2) consists of the immediate and remote (local & global)
Macro- and Business (operational) environment. The management team will need
creative skills to identify opportunities and threats that their fellow farmers do not
identify, and build their competitive advantage.
Farmer comment: “This stage forced me to use my creative skills to identify
opportunities where other farmers see it as a threat”.
The management team is forced to scrutinise the internal environment (Stage 3 –
resources) and thoroughly assess strengths, successes, weaknesses and failures within the
boundaries of the farming businesses.
Farmer comment: “I thought I knew my farm with all its resources well, but after the
thorough investigation during the 3-day course, I realise that there are strengths in my
farming business that I was not aware of before”.
All the applicable/available information is analysed and applied in the rest of the model
(journey).
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Stage 4 – analysis and choice - is the stage where the internal and external information is
evaluated to identify the competitive advantage which will form the backbone of the
direction of development of the farming business.
Farmer comment: “After analysing Stages 3 and 4 thoroughly, I discovered a new area in
my farming business where I can develop a competitive advantage to produce lamb at a
lower cost per kilogram, using increasing the productivity of the ewes through
synchronisation, which will increase the weaning percentage”.
The long-term goals in Stage 5 (financial, strategic, family & personal) are built on the
biggest opportunities and the strongest strengths. It is important to revisit the vision in
Stage 1 to make sure that they correspond.
Farmer comment: “I always had only financial goals in mind when doing my strategic
planning. The course taught me that it is as important to set personal goals, as it is to have
financial goals”.
Stage 6 – strategy formulation - is where the entrepreneurial skills of the management
team start to become very important. It is here where the team must determine HOW the
long-term goals will be achieved.
Farmer comment: “Stage 6 tested the team’s ability to figure out HOW we are going to
go about achieving our long-term goal”.
In Stage 7 – actions and objectives - the following question must be answered for each
objective that must be achieved in less than 12 months: WHAT must be done, at which
STANDARD and WHEN. The “SMART” approach must be followed when constructing
objectives. The objectives must be Specific, Measurable, Agreed upon by all
stakeholders, Realistic and attached to a Time Schedule.
Farmer comment: “This Stage taught us everything about organising the roles and
discipline of every person in the farming business”.
Stage 8 – functional tactics - is where the major difference comes in from conventional
strategic planning models. The information gathered in Stage 3 is used at this stage where
it is determined whether adequate resources (production, marketing, financial, human
resources & research) are available to carry out the objectives (actions) stated in stage 7.
The management team will also determine whether the stated objectives will generate the
desired results.
Farmer comment: “We discovered at this stage that we would need additional funding to
implement the envisaged strategies. We will have to apply for additional funding at our
commercial bank before we can carry on with the implementation of our strategic plan”.
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In Stage 9 the key implementation policies are tested. This stage stands on two legs
namely, policy to empower the workforce for the implementation stage (10) and financial
and operational policies.
Farmer comment: “We realised that our workforce needs further training to be able to
implement the stated objectives. The “gofer” delegation process will be used, learnt
during the 3-day course”.
The table is set to start with the implementation – Stage 10 - and the only thing that must
be determined in this stage is WHO is responsible for what.
Farmer comment: “The process followed in the model of Nell and Napier, saved us a lot
of time and therefore also money – as they say, “time is money”, especially in agriculture
where farming operations are linked to seasons”.
The last Stage 11 - strategic control and repositioning - is perhaps the most critical. It is
in this stage where farmers are losing the most money. Poor control causes most financial
losses that can lead to bankruptcies. There are seven different types of control (Nell &
Napier, 2009, p265) that can be followed. Remember! Losses of income are subtracted
from profit.
Farmer comment: “After the 3-day course I realised that my control systems were not in
place. I discovered so many areas where money was lost due to poor control that the
profit of my farm doubled in one year.
Creativity
Creativity is the generation of an idea to solve an experienced problem or challenge.
More specifically creativity is embedded within four concepts (Field and Bisschoff,
2013):
Creative products and tools
One only has to visit agricultural expos, be attentive on farm visits or speak to farmers to
realise that they possess high levels of creativity. Farmers typically devise home-made
products, product mixtures and find new uses for standard products on the market. Some
of these products have been patented and commercialised. However, these products are
the exception to the rule. Most creative products are innovative and are restricted to a
specific region or district where neighbouring farmers come into contact with the
innovator. Farmers seldom capitalise on their inventions or product adaptations. Typical
examples of farm originated tools are the home-made anvil, a wire splicer and a homemade wedge to keep the handle on tools such as a pick or axe. Both the wire splicer and
wedge were successfully commercialised. These innovations are shown below.
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Figure 2. Farm originated tools (Source: Colbeigh (2017))
Creative processes
Farmers, partly due to working hands-on, creatively observe and alter processes to either
ease the tasks at hand, or improve productivity and farming income. Several examples
exist where improved farmer-initiated processes resulted in higher income for farmers.
One such example is the farmers in Turkmenistan who increased the height of their
greenhouses by three to four meters to overcome their small area of land restriction (albeit
with assistance from USAID (Rollins, 2011)). It is now possible for them to grow the
“long” variety of tomatoes, lemons and cucumbers which doubled their yields (The
Guardian, 2017)

Figure 3. Increased height of greenhouse
Cost reductions are also possible with better processes. Based on farmers’ processes, feed
companies developed a new way of feeding farm animals. The weighing and blending of
all animal feed ingredients into one complete ration that meets the specific animals'
nutrient requirements are used. This method, labelled as the “Total Mixed Ration” could
reduce the cost of labour by 60% (The Guardian, 2017).
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Figure 4. Total mix ration feeding
Creative new business ventures
Interestingly, creative farmers explore new business ventures in- and outside agriculture.
Exploring new business opportunities within the agricultural environment usually refers
to complementary business and/or farming opportunities. Typically concepts like adding
forestry on marginal soils, expanding into irrigation to complement fat lamb production
or starting a feedlot on the farm are creative extensions to the normal farming activities
that could better the ultimate objective of shareholder/owner wealth. It could also be the
difference between economic success or failure of the farming enterprise.
However, some farmers are also extremely creative to expand outside agriculture into
new business ventures. They do so to limit risks associated with agriculture. The success
story of the soft drink company Twizza in South Africa serves as an example of farmer
Ken Clark, who in 2003, diversified his business ventures into the soft drink industry
(Twizza, 2017).
Entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurship refers to the ability to convert the creative idea into something of value
that someone will buy (pay money for). Examples are presented in two cases below, i.e.
stock losses and farm income.
Results – Examples of Outcomes of Strategic Planning/Management
Comments from farmers who attended the three-day course on the book “Strategic
Approach to Farming Success”
 “I have realised for the first time that my farm is part of a global agri-business
system”; an emerging farmer in Namibia.
 “After attending the course I realised that my strategic plan is in place except for
stage 11 – strategic control and repositioning. I saved a few million rand after
implementing more and better control systems in the various enterprises on my
farm”; a big commercial cash crop farmer.
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 “The course assisted me in formulating winning strategies for my farming
business”; big livestock farmer.
 “I never realised that a vision must correspond with the long-term goals – that
they are actually the same”; mixed large scale farmer.
 “The strategic management methods in the model made me think again – I now
see my farming business in a broader perspective”; irrigation farmer.
 “I learnt to look past the things I am used to, and I am now able to identify the
challenges and shortfalls in my own farming business”; deciduous fruit farmer.
 “An approach that must be followed by all agriculturalists who are broadminded
and think beyond the borders of their own farm”; mixed farmer.
Case 1: Stock losses
Problem: Vermin like jackal, lynx, etc. may cause a mortality rate of 10% amongst the
sheep flock.
Creative Skills: The lynx and jackal first go for the main artery for the kill. A lynx can
kill between 10 and 15 lambs per night. The person with creative skills knows that
something is needed that can cover their neck where the main artery is situated. Farmers
globally are very creative to think of ways to solve problems, but there are not many that
can convert an idea to solve a problem into a product/item that can be sold
(entrepreneurial skills).
Entrepreneurial Skills: The person with the entrepreneurial skills will design a necklace,
which covers the main artery, but does not distract the sheep from eating and drinking.
The material is however so hard that the vermin cannot bite through the plastic. This
person advertises it in agricultural magazines and the internet and sells it for $US1. A
lamb fetches $US75. Farmers can buy a re-useable necklace for $US1 that can protect an
investment of $US75.
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Figure 4: Sheep’s necklace and use
Case 2: Farm Income
Discussion comments from North-West farmers during an organised farmer day
These farmers indicated that they are “trapped” in a system where they are price takers on
their products. They are limited in negotiating prices for their produce as their “system”
does not allow for alternative marketing channels.
Problem: Low farm income because of standardised produce.
Creative Skills: Farmers need to find a way to earn higher income from their products.
That requires some creativity to differentiate the product from competitors’ products and
create extra value in the minds of customers.
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Entrepreneurial Skills: Although the concept of free-range is highly commercialised
(and debatable in practice), the market is willing to pay a premium for the free-range
chicken or beef. This principle is sound. Farmers should look for a distinguishable
difference on which they can differentiate their products and earn premium prices.
Unfortunately, genetic manipulation (despite its wide array of benefits) encounters
resistance in the market and premium pricing on this basis is unlikely (Thereby discarding
our idea of removing the need for peeling the orange in Figure 5 below!)

Figure 5: Differentiated (hypothetical) orange
However, creative farmers in South Africa decided to use marketing and started to brand
the Angus as superior meat to consumers. Presently Angus beef fetches a 10% price
premium on the carcass while stud Angus farmers are getting higher prices for their bulls.
This is also true for Ayrshire milk producers who struck a deal with Woolworths (an
upper-market retailer) to sell the milk as “Ayrshire” milk at a premium. Branding does
supply opportunities to elevate or differentiate farm products to a premium product.
The entrepreneurial skill required here is to identify how a seemingly “ordinary” farm
product could be worthy of premium pricing. This could also be done on farm level,
creating an own brand for farm produce. One example of how this could be done is a
Karoo farmer who set up distribution channels in some cities for mutton from the farmbased abattoir. It is branded as “Topchop-lamb” and enjoys a loyal stable market earning
a premium price.
Conclusions
The following conclusions were made:
• Comments from farmers that attended the three-day course on “Strategic
Approach to Farming Success” indicate that some farmers use those stages (Nell
& Napier, 2009) that are not well developed to improve their management
systems and their management information systems.
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•

•

•

•

The strategic management model developed by Nell & Napier (2009), forces
farmers to think afresh of their farming businesses and develop in the process a
sustainable development path.
Creativity (Stages 1-5) and entrepreneurship (Stages 6-11) play an integral part of
the strategic planning process. It is therefore basically impossible to do a
functional strategic plan without using creative AND entrepreneurial skills.
It is clear from the “farmer comments” cited in this article that farmers are
learning something at each stage even though they may not always follow the
complete strategic planning process.
As we look towards the requirements for future farm management success,
strategic management, creativity and entrepreneurial skills will be even more
important. It is likely that agriculture will be disrupted in a similar way to Uber’s
impact on the taxi industry and Airbnb’s challenge to the accommodation
industry. New technologies alone such as biotechnology, engineering
developments (drones, robots, autonomous vehicles, nanotechnology) plus the
ability to use data will impact agriculture and require rapid responses to change
and improved creativity. Changes will not only impact agricultural production but
will also revolutionise supply chains.
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“Lean is making the impossible possible! It helps us reach a level in our business that we
never thought of! -Reflection of a farmer participating in the Lean program in Sweden”
This paper contains:
 Description about what Lean is and how it works
 How the Lean is implemented om farms in Sweden
 Results (partly preliminary) from research about the effects on implementing
lean in agriculture
Background
In recent years, Swedish agriculture has been characterized by weak profitability and
competitiveness (SOU 2014:38). Several of the farm types display a negative profit
margin 2002-2012 (earnings after deduction of owner pay in relation to total revenues).
Table 1 illustrates the average profit margin for meat (kött), milk (mjölk), pig (gris) and
plant cultivation (växtodling).
Table 1. Average profit margin 2002-2012 (Regeringskansliet, 2014).

Increased exposure to the outside world with increasing competition from foreign actors
in combination with price fluctuations in the world market implies that Swedish food
producers face increasing demands upon their managerial ability (Ekman & Gullstrand,
2006). The ongoing structural change in the sector enhances the needs for the farmer's
ability to manage and coordinate resources in an effective manner, which requires new
approaches to long-term managerial systems.
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The Lean Agriculture implementation program is a new approach to strengthening farm
competitiveness. In other sectors, both internationally and nationally, Lean has shown
significant improvements in organization and operational activities (Losonci & Demeter,
2013; Achanga et al, 2005; Olsson & Hellsmark, 2012). A study by Vinnova reveals that
Lean implemented on small and medium-sized manufacturing companies in Sweden had
a positive impact on profitability and efficiency (Olsson & Hellsmark, 2012). The study
shows that over a four-year period, Lean companies compared with the reference
companies achieved a significant improvement in most key ratios measuring companies'
capacity utilization and financial results. In view of previous studies, it is therefore
interesting to evaluate whether an introduction of Lean on Swedish farms may yield
similar effects as studies of Swedish and international industrial companies indicate.
What is Lean?
Lean is a corporate philosophy originating from Toyota. Lean is a way of thinking, of
working and relating to problems, but in the following steps create possibilities. Today,
Lean is successfully used to enhance efficiency within industry, healthcare and
agriculture. Lean was developed to create more value for the customer, the business,
employees and the community. A big part of the workday is filled with wastefulness
which ads no value to anyone. Lean involves learning to recognize and removing these by
working in a smarter way. Lean is really a mind-set along with principles, underlying the
whole business philosophy. It creates more value for everyone. Basic effects of Lean
work are as follows:
Create more value with smarter work!
Flow efficiency provides resource efficiency and stability
Lean is not a tool, it is a strategy (philosophy- mindset)
Those who focus on tools instead of philosophy, often fail.
Lean is not a quick solution that is easy to copy. Implementing Lean is a process that
every person and organization has to go through to create effects. It is like a training
program for athletes that focus all parts in the training that are needed to be really
competitive. Openness to sharing experiences is common amongst those who have passed
the process. It is extremely important that the leaders in the organization believe in the
Lean work and consistently support it. Without that support the Lean work often fails.
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Figure 1: People is in centre in the Lean work.
Why it works
White boards, post-it notes, 5S, value-stream-mapping, standardized working routines
and orderly ways are usually associated with companies engaging in Lean. However, it is
not the tidiness or the white boards that create Lean, it is the result that stem from
implementing it. To reach a lasting change it is necessary to continuously practice, this is
why The Swedish Lean project operates for at least one and a half year.
Lean is not about working faster or making big investments. Instead the investment is
associated with improvements and solutions to problems from its very core so that they
are unlikely to return. For example, the solution could be an improved method of working
that everyone in the company has brought to light, it could be routines that prevent
anyone from doing it wrong to begin with. Actively removing waste results in greater
stability and this in turn contributes to less waste.
”We can’t solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we used when we created
them. Albert Einstein
Lean 14 management principles
To understand the mindset of Lean we examine the 14 principles of Lean presented by
Jeffrey. K. Liker in his book “The Toyota way”. The principles are the heart and soul of
Lean and guide enterprises in both the long and short term work.
Philosophy provides guidance for the development of the processes, as well as the people
who develop the processes. If problems arise, it is important to solve the problems
quickly and in the way that is planned. The goal is to seek "zero error".
In the text below I present Likers 14 principles with my own comments to them.
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Figure 2: Lean 14 principles formatted in the 4P model according to Toyota (own
modification, based on Jeffrey. K. Likers book “The Toyota way” 2004)
Philosophy
1. Base your management decisions on a long-term philosophy, even at the expense
of short-term financial goals.
Avoid thinking only of earnings today. Think about how to create more value in the long
term of your products. For example, cutbacks in cost (example labour) may improve
earnings in the short run, but can lead to that the core value-adding activities in the
production process might suffer. They may cause major damage on the long term
production potential and severely affect production and profitability.
Processes
2. Create a continuous process flow to bring problems to the surface.
Effective processes that create the right value to customers are the key to profitability.
But to be able to do it right, you need to start by wondering: what processes in our
business create value for the customer? Which processes generate revenue and create
long-term earnings? Normally on a farm (agricultural and horticultural) the value-creating
process is the biological process. How well we handle that process is essential for the
outcome of the business. (Note: if a farm has tourism activities the process of activities
for the customer represents the value-creating process).
In a biological process, a normal process flow occurs, which is easily calculated. If the
flow does not generate the expected result, based on best practice, there are disturbances
and errors in the process. By defining measurement points in different parts of the
process, deviations can be identified. Problem solving can then start. The errors may be
located upstream or downstream. Continuous process flows create an attractive modestability. Many farms do not have stable production. Uneven production results are
common. Value-flow analysis is an effective tool in this work.
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3. Use "pull" systems to avoid overproduction.
This is tricky for agricultural organisations. The “pull” originates from the demand in the
market, but biological processes with long production cycles are not very flexible and
adaptive. By having a good customer relation and market knowledge there are some
possibilities to create a “pull” situation.
4. Level out the workload.
There is always a specific time in the day, a week, a month or a period in the year when
there are more activities than the rest of the time. During that period there is a substantial
risk that important activities are not handled in the most proper way. By evening out the
workload and move away some types of work to less busy periods, there are opportunities
to improve work quality. Given a focus on quality, there are good chances to reduce cost
and waste.
5. Build a culture of stopping to fix problems, to get quality right the first time.
We do not have time to solve the problem now, we'll do it later! This is a common
comment when problems arise. But there is a great chance that "later" never happens, and
we continue to introduce errors in the process. The errors result in waste and probably
damages the subsequent stage in the process, which reduces quality or performance. With
a culture that stops and adjust the process right away or forever, improved opportunities
are created for an outstanding process.

Figure 3: How to handle our time
6. Standardized tasks and processes are the foundation for continuous improvement
and employee empowerment.
“If you don´t measure you can´t improve! And if you don´t have a standard there is no
way you can analyse the result of the improvements”.
One of the fundamentals in Lean work is employee empowerment. By defining a working
standard based on an agreement between workers how to execute in the best possible
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manner, they influence their work and that creates effects. Development is evolution and
it happens in many small steps. A culture of continuous improvement that involves
everyone in an organization for business emerging every day.
Everyone wants to improve if there is no threat to themselves. So if the improvement
leads to better results, improved working conditions and a more secure workplace (both
regarding financial performance of the firm and secure workplace according to accidents)
it triggers motivation. All together those factors are important for promoting social
sustainability.
Standards, based on best practice, for an outstanding production process matching the
costumers need lead to:
 flow efficiency (which lead to)
 resource efficiency (which lead to)
 ecological sustainability
 customer satisfaction (which lead to)
 more business with existing customer
 business with new customer
 increase the value of the product or service
 increase the marginal in the sales (which leads to)
 economical sustainability
Farmers who work in the Lean project sometimes set a goal for the organization. That
goal is that the organization should running perfectly even if the farmer is not on the
farm.
7. Use visual control so no problems are hidden.
Visualizing is one of the strongest signal systems. Properly done it is of great help to
identify differences from the planned route fast, without hiding problems. If a difference
occur, management and staff need to take action so the process is back on track as fast as
possible. Using visual control can be very useful to display the use of production
resources, avoiding errors in the routine and standards.
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Figure 4: Daily routines- green if fixed! (The sheet has one red and one green side).
8. Use only reliable, thoroughly tested technology that serves your people and
processes.
The technology should be adapted to the needs in the production process. Often farms
have a technology that widely exceeds the needs. That in itself is a waste with money and
often time, when trying to use the technology takes time. Many farmers tend to believe
that technology is the solution to most problems. But often the root cause of the problems
is something completely different. By using the why-question five times, the problem is
often located.
People
9. Grow leaders who thoroughly understand the work, live the philosophy, and teach
it to others.
Building the right business culture is one of the best investments. Leaders who coach new
leaders in the right strategic, tactical and operational thinking and management create an
outstanding organisation with sound core values and reliable principles. Leaders that
focus too much on power and view other possible leaders like competitors will not
promote a sustainable organisation.
Improvement work is often the result of learning. Developing new leaders through
learning that teach the organization implies that the firm has great potential for becoming
a sustainable organization.
10. Develop exceptional people and teams who follow your company's philosophy.
By developing leaders, staff and teams by empowerment to a learning organisation,
working with continuous improvements, who also share the company´s philosophy
provides a strong competitive advantage. The company´s philosophy needs to be
understood by all members of the organization. They need to explain current procedures.
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But that is also beneficial for all stakeholder; the owners, the employees, the customers
and the society.
To develop exceptional people and teams is not easy. That is something that needs to be
built up through commitment and trustworthy work.
11. Respect your extended network of partners and suppliers by challenging them
and helping them to improve.
Choosing the right network, partners and suppliers is an important strategic decision.
They all contribute to achieving the goal of the entrepreneur. They are also an important
part of business process and will help to improve them according to the company's needs.
The farmer is their customer. Hence, it is vital to challenge them by helping them to
improve the process.
Problem solving
12. Go and see for yourself to thoroughly understand the situation
By having a close relation to the process and those who work there, you have a greater
chance to understand the needs of the workers and the process, and to make the right
decisions. “Walk the process –both upstream and downstream”! That gives you a holistic
perspective and extended information about the situation. In addition, you earn respect
from the staff when you listen to the situation from their perspective.
13. Make decisions slowly by consensus, thoroughly considering all options;
implement decisions rapidly
“You cannot compensate wrong direction with high speed!”
(Quote: Ulf Af Trolle, legendary trouble-shooter in business in Sweden).
The speed of a change process is not how long it takes to make a decision. It is the time it
takes from the decision-making process is initiated until the new decision is fully
implemented. During a change process, resistance arises in many parts of an organization,
and perhaps even in the surrounding network. Investigating all decision options, and with
great respect for consensus, you create conditions for rapid implementation.
Once a decision is made, it should be implemented quickly. Often an organization that
has been involved in the decision-process is also impatient that implementation is fast!
14. Become a learning organisation through relentless reflection and continuous
improvement.”
As mentioned early, to become more competitive is a result from the learning process of
the organization. There is no phase where you are satisfied with the current situation.
Competitiveness is totally dynamic. Therefore an organization always needs to reflect and
say, how can we improve every day? There is no upper limit for what can be achieved.
The only limitation is in the minds of the people.
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The Swedish Lean Agriculture Program
The Swedish Lean Agriculture Program was initiated in 2010. The project is designed as
a cooperation between several advisory and industry organizations. In 2012 the first
implementation of the program at farm level was conducted. The program was inspired
by Lean-programs in the manufacturing industry.
Until today around 130 farmers has passed the program. About 50 leancoaches has passed
an education program. Not all the coaches will work with farmer, the rest will work with
implementing Lean in their organisation’s (mainly advisor organizations).
Coaching in modules
The Lean Agriculture Program is divided into modules where the first part involves
everyone describing the current situation of their organisation, what they want to aim for
and what values and principles that will guide the work towards reaching their goals.
Once this is done, a number of available “Lean-tools” are introduced to understand
principles and ways of thinking..
The Lean Agriculture Program lasts for 18 month. A farm/company that takes part in
Lean Agriculture is assigned a coach who every third week makes a visit to support
ongoing changes while educating employees in the Lean philosophy. These visits are
adjusted to the company´s workload during the year, but it is important to maintain
continuity in the Lean work. The coaches maintain a coaching sense of action rather than
that of an advisor. Hence, the intention is that farmers and their workers, while being
guided by the coach, develop and bring improvements and solutions to the table on their
own.
Leadership plays a significant role in how to succeed through working with Lean.
Therefore business owners and leaders are provided a two day introductory course in
Lean leadership at the beginning of the program. The course content includes supportive
leadership that is inspiring and challenging. It is not until this training course is completed
that the work with the coach and co-workers begins at the farm. The major task of the
coach is to train owners and workers to implement the Lean principles in their daily
routines. The coaches also show them how to apply the different Lean-tools as well as
providing examples of solutions to problems.
The first visit by the coach pertains to the introduction of Lean to everyone at the farm/
company, explaining what it is and inspiring them towards the upcoming work. In the
beginning it involves learning to recognize wastes and not to ignore it, to develop a
system designed to collect suggestions of improvements by the staff. Lean Agriculture
Program offers agricultural companies a combination of education and continuous
support for 18 months by certified coaches, a method intending to offer both lasting and
positive effects.
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Figure 5: Lean Agriculture (Lean Lantbruk in Swedish) farm implementing program.
Preliminary results from study – effects of Lean on farms
The Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences together Lean Agriculture program is
running a research project to follow up the results and effects from implementing Lean on
farms. The project is financed by a grant from the Swedish farmers´ foundation for
agricultural research. The results originate from first interim report in the project "What
does Lean mean to the farm companies"?. The interim report aims at analysing
differences in economic performance and/or operational results that can be demonstrated
for Swedish farms as a result of an introduction of Lean. The project started in 2014 and
will last until 2017. 61 farmers and business leaders have participated by providing
complete economic information concerning their enterprises over a period of 5-6 years.
Method
The following section presents the method of study. It contains information about choice
of method, selection and data collection, description of reference farms, comparability
between reference companies and Lean companies as well as ethical aspects. In addition,
a description of the methodology for accounting analysis and key ratios is given. The
process is as follows:
1. Discussion with project manager and project employee for the appropriate method.
2. Data Collection (Completed throughout and before Lean involvement)
3. Discussion and proposals for appropriate key ratios
4. Analysis of data
5. Suggestions for compiling data and discussing them with project managers
6. Summary analysis and conclusions
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An important part of the study has been extensive discussions through e-mail, telephone
and physical meetings between project employees at Växa Sweden, SLU project manager
and project staff at Agricultural Society of Halland. Discussions have been important to
validate that key ratios and data are reasonable, comparable and accurately evaluated.
Results
The project applies a quantitative method for analysing the profitability of agricultural
holdings where 61 farms participate. An adjusted accounting analysis of the business
accounts constitutes the bulk of empirical analysis. The results are compared to the
economic performance of farms in the Agricultural Economics Survey (JEU).
The project results are preliminary and intend to reflect the period before the companies
joined Lean and after the Lean project started. Farming companies have begun the Lean
project at different years and therefore the analysis period varies depending on when Lean
was implemented. In general, Lean companies constitute larger agricultural companies
that have continuously invested. Figure 6 below displays general information about the
economic performance of the Lean companies etc.
A comparison between reference companies that are not part of Lean and Lean companies
is conducted. The average profit margin, ie profit after deduction for labour cost for own
work, is slightly higher for Lean companies. Nevertheless, the average profit margin for
milk, pig and meat is negative. Nurseries, plant breeding and poultry show a positive
profit margin on average, with plant nursery companies representing the most profitable
companies. The trend for a number of key ratios is shown in Figure 6. It should be noted
that the trend for most key ratios is relatively similar to the developments that can be
observed in the "Production Lift". Olsson & Hellsmark (2012) conducted a
comprehensive study of Swedish industrial companies with a similar interpretation of
companies that introduced Lean compared to a reference group.

Figure 6: Changes in key ratios for Lean farms and reference farms (Source: Andersson
et.al. 2015)
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For the companies that participated in Lean 2011, the average profit margin 2008-2010
amounted to about -6% and after Lean was introduced in 2011-2013 -2%, which
represents an improvement of 4 percentage points. The average maximum payable salary
per hour has also increased. The average payable salary 2008-2010 for these companies
amounted to 133 SEK per hour and after Lean was introduced 2011-2013, the same key
ratio was SEK 176 per hour
The Lean companies that opted to participate in the study therefore show a more positive
development of several key ratios compared to the reference companies in JEU. In a
comparison between the Lean companies, it is precisely those companies that joined Lean
2011 that show the highest profitability in 2012 and 2013. This indicates that companies
have become more competitive than the companies that worked with Lean for a shorter
period or who have not begun their work. Lean therefore appears to be able to provide the
prerequisites for developing long-term strategies that may have the potential to improve
profitability.
Karin Andersson is a researcher in work environment in RISE (Research Institute of
Sweden). She is working with a project called “A lean road to improved work
environment and increased safety at farms”- Lean's impact on the agricultural work
environment” The research is not completed yet, but some preliminary findings are
available:
The physical working environment:
 Less physical movement
The mental working environment:
 Improved understanding and knowledge of production
 Improved understanding and awareness of colleagues
 A higher level of commitment to production by employees
 A better structure and planning of production
 Unchanged stress level (hm, why?)
Hanna Åström is a Head coach for the Leancoaches in the Lean Agriculture Project
working at the Agricultural Society of Halland. She has made some own reflections
concerning the Lean program:






Prepared that they will have to allocate time to the Lean work
Know what Lean is
Know what they want to achieve with their Lean work
If there are several owners they mutually agree on the goals of their company
Are prepared that improvements will require them to do something different – i.e.
behavioural change
The farmers state to the Lean coaches:
 The coach often drives them too little rather than too much
 It's important to keep schedules, provide feedback quickly, keep what you promise
 Provide a clear structure around the meetings - agenda, reconciliation afterwards
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Talk about the right things that are heading towards the goal
It is important that the coach can inspire, engage and provide energy
Coach needs to know his subject - Lean
The coach does not necessarily have to be able to be operationally competent

Conclusions
Lean farming has been an interesting journey for both farmers and Lean-coaches. It has
been inspiring for everyone to introduce something new that originates from the
manufacturing industry and to examine if it can be applied to the agriculture sector.
Probably, it is one of the biggest developments in the advisory service in Sweden
recently. It has also been a great challenge for all cooperating organizations to adhere to a
full concept and believe in the implementation of the strategy. It is often tempting to work
with quick solutions and to pick the low-hanging fruits from Lean. However, the industry
Lean experts strongly advise not to do that. It would not create sustainability in the Lean
work.
The results from follow-up research reveal indications of profitability improvements and
increased motivation and structure of the farm. It will be interesting to follow the final
research results.
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Abstract
The CTEAM program is Canada’s only national farm management program. It was
initiated in 1998 and has now has nearly 300 graduates. It is presented in four five-day
sessions that build on each other. Instructional approaches include a variety of learning
opportunities. All are centered around the need to encourage and allow participants to
apply concepts to their own farms. It is continuously improved and updated. It has an
annual program for Alumni and has benefitted from new programs and projects on
associated issues. It currently is collaborating with colleagues from Sweden to strengthen
programs in both countries.

Program Origins
In the mid-1990’s a farmer and an extension worker approached the author and said “we
need a Canadian Top Farmers Program, and we think your organization should lead it”.
That conversation marked the beginning of CTEAM (Canadian Total Excellence in
Agricultural Management).
With an initial grant from Farm Management Canada, CTEAM was launched in 1998.
The grant was used to develop the initial curriculum as well as teaching materials.
CTEAM is presented and priced for full cost recovery (AME is a for-profit company)
though farmers in various provinces are eligible for grants that cover various portions of
the course fee. To our knowledge, none receive support for travel and hotel costs.
The fundamental objective of the course is to provide farm managers the opportunity to
improve their management skills, thereby improving their opportunities for profits and
growth. Recognizing that different people learn differently, CTEAM is structured to offer
a range of ways to learn: lectures, workshops, tours, individual and group assignments,
opportunities to learn from each other, application of concepts to their own farms through
assignments and a course project to develop a strategic and operating plan for their farm.
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Program Eligibility and Acceptance Process
AME’s explicit target market is farmers who want to excel. Therefore, their education is
not particularly relevant. Past participants’ academic backgrounds range from not
finishing high school to graduate degrees. When they are motivated to excel, there is no
discernible differences in performance. Therefore, there are no “academic” criteria for
acceptance.
A written application is required on which the applicant is asked to describe their
experience, managerial responsibilities, their farming operation and what they want to
obtain from the course. The two major factors that will result in an applicant not being
accepted in a given year are that they are too inexperienced, their farm business is too
close in proximity to a competitor who is already registered, or that the class is full. Being
in close proximity to a competitor refers to the fact that we try not to admit farmers from
the same community who may be competing with each other or land or other factors:
experience shows that they are reluctant to be open with the group in these circumstances.
Many of the participants in the course come as a family team: spouses; father-sons;
father-daughters; brothers. We find that this is optimum because it encourages the
partners to work and think strategically together on what they want to achieve in the farm
business.
Program Format & Duration
CTEAM is presented in four five-day modules. Each module builds on the previous one.
They are presented in various locations so the tours give a good idea of agriculture in the
various regions. Currently, Module 1 is in British Columbia, Module 2 is in Alberta,
Module 3 is in Ontario and Module 4 is in a combination of Quebec and Ontario.
Because we are dealing with farmers, the four modules are scheduled in the winters of
two consecutive years. Typically this means December and March of each of the two
years of the program.
Each Module has a day of tours, usually three businesses. The tours are not just about the
operations of each business, but also are designed to focus on the subject(s) of the
Module.
Each module contains a combination of lecture and hands on application for the
participants. While AME personnel lead the program, presenters are acknowledged
leaders in their fields: AME staff present approximately 30% of the content material.
Others are respected academics or practitioners in their fields.
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As CTEAM has evolved, there is a growing tendency to increase the amount of practical
work and it is applied to the farms of the participants. Financial management is taught
using the financial ratios of participants’ farms. Human resource management is taught
using situations and issues of the participants’ farms.
The curriculum includes strategy, planning, financial management, human resource
management, marketing, operations management, governance, aspects of leadership and
“managing in the policy environment’6.
Most fundamentally, the graduation requirement is to develop a strategic and operating
plan for participants’ farms. This is done sequentially as the course proceeds with
participants making presentations to the class and instructors at each module. This has
several positive impacts:
 It integrates the material of the course into a useful applied document that is used
in actual management
 Because they get oral feedback from other participants and both oral and written
feedback from AME staff, It gives them coaching in developing and
implementing a plan
 Making presentations to each other provides confidence that many didn’t have
 Making presentations to others provides opportunity for accountability and
challenges them to do well
 The presentations promote a great deal of learning from each other, in part
because participants find that, no matter what products they produce, others
experience the same kinds of business problems.
Program Accomplishments
Probably the most basic accomplishment is that an expensive program has survived for 19
years. It has produced almost 300 graduates. Registrations, which at one time were
sparse, are now large enough to produce a waiting list.
A post-program evaluation of CTEAM provided the feedback that graduates easily see
more than a 25% return on their investment in the course.
CTEAM has given rise to a set of spin offs, some of which have been facilitated by
financing from Farm Management Canada. In 2015/16 we introduced a short but very
intensive “Advanced CTEAM” for alumni who wanted to come back for a refresher and
further management training. This year saw a 1.5 day course on managing investment in
machinery and equipment added, open to anyone.

6

In response to a reviewer’s question, we do see strategy and planning as slightly different. Strategy is the
set of actions that makes a firm unique in attempting to earn returns higher than those of the industry
average. Planning includes the development of strategy as well as determining how it will be implemented.
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For two years AME has had regular columns in Country Guide Magazine that are read by
farmers across the country. These columns draw on our experience with the CTEAM
program.
A result of the financial management component of CTEAM is that we’ve recognized the
power of some financial ratios in improving management, and the value of having clear
benchmarks. As a result, we have developed a relationship with BDO, one of the larger
national farm accounting firms. They are developing a standardized set of farm accounts
from which a data base can be built up to confirm and expand benchmark financial
statements which, in turn, will help BDO coach their clients. A paper on this
collaboration will be presented by Larry Martin, Jim Snyder and Joerg Zimmermann at
IFMA 21.
Opportunities for Improvement
Continuous improvement is an article of faith. While the course outline is very similar to
the original nearly 20 years ago, the actual course is quite different. We’ve upgraded
content and added depth, replaced instructors, developed a number of templates, and
moved to less lecture and more practical application.
Currently, two initiatives are being undertaken. CTEAM participants increasingly are
considering going beyond producing commodities and are moving more into downstream
marketing, some so far as to export directly. To respond to this need, a component on
consumer marketing is being introduced into the fourth module of the course.
The second initiative stems from too much emphasis on agricultural policy and too little
on implementation of plans and other types of initiatives participants may want to take.
Therefore, the emphasis in Module 4, in addition to the marketing component, is to
develop a capstone component that integrates leadership, planning and implementation.
Post-Program Opportunities
After a few years the need for an Alumni program became apparent: animated mainly by
alumni asking for more. A CTEAM Alumni Program was initiated in 2010. Its structure
varies each year. Some years it is three days in Canada of learning on issues that are
important to the alumni. On two occasions it was in the US with both tours and class
room presentations. One year was an in-depth two-week study tour of agriculture in the
states of Parana and Motto Grosso, Brazil. And, as indicated above, the current year saw
the first offering of Advanced CTEAM. Going forward, the plan is offer at least one of
the four format programs each year to the Alumni.
Potential to Connect with International Counterparts
We are quite open to connecting with other programs. Ove Karlson, Swedish Centre for
Agricultural Business Management, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, is
sitting in on CTEAM this year to understand it and to consider developing a version for
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Sweden. He will be making a presentation in Module 3 on Lean Manufacturing processes
applied to agriculture as part of our operations management component.
To date this collaboration is working well. AME is quite open to considering further
collaboration with other programs.
Reference Martin, L., Snyder, J., and Zimmermann, J. 2017. Standardizing Canadian farm
financial statements: collaboration between educators and practitioners, to be presented at IFMA
21, Edinburgh, July 2017.
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EXPERIENCE AS A PARTICIPANT IN THE EXECUTIVE
PROGRAM FOR AGRICULTURAL PRODUCERS
(TEPAP) TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
J. Zimmermann
GlobalAgAdvisors Ltd., Canada;
Contact: joz@globalagadvisors.com

Abstract
Since 1991, The Executive Program for Agricultural Producers (TEPAP) has been
providing intense training sessions for agribusiness leaders to develop professional
management skills and provide a path forward for sustainable business growth and
continuity. The following is a report about my personal experiences and findings about
the TEPAP program, which I completed in January 2017.
Key words: Farm business, Training, Strategic management
Introduction
Now in its 28th year, The Executive Program for Agricultural Producers (TEPAP)
program is designed to equip agribusiness professionals across the United States and
around the world with the skills to confront change with confidence and lead the industry
through management excellence. The program welcomes participants from across the
agri-business sector including primary producers, processors, investors, manufacturers,
and service providers.
TEPAP was inaugurated by Danny Klinefelter, Professor and Extension Economist with
Texas A&M AgriLife Extension, specializing in agricultural finance and management
development. The program has taught over 2,100 agribusiness professionals.
TEPAP is built on 7 principles:
1.
The only truly sustainable competitive advantage is the ability to learn and
adapt faster than your competition.
2.
Strategic management is the ability to anticipate, adapt to, drive and capitalize
on change.
3.
The best organizations spend as much time analyzing what they need to stop
doing as they do evaluating new opportunities.
4.
The most successful businesses are learning organizations. This means that
everyone in the business needs to recognize that someone, somewhere, has a
better idea or way of doing things, and they need to be compelled to find it,
learn it, adapt it, and continually improve it.
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5.
6.

7.

When the rate of change inside an organization becomes slower than the rate
of change outside, its end is in sight. The only question is…when?
The main difference between the top 10 percent and the rest of the top 25
percent is their timing, in terms of when to enter, expand, cut back or exit;
whether it’s an investment, a marketing decision or a business activity.
The future will always belong to those who see the possibilities before they
become obvious to the typical producer.

The following is a report on my personal experience regarding the TEPAP program,
which I completed in January 2017.
Program Overview
Agribusiness professionals devote two weeks to their professional development, which is
split into two sessions – Unit I and Unit II. Each session usually takes place in early
January. Qualified applicants are accepted in Unit I until an upper limit of participants has
been reached. Class size is limited to enhance the learning environment. Participants, who
complete Unit I are automatically accepted for Unit II. Unit II can be taken during any
subsequent year. Quite a few participants choose to take a break and attend Unit II a few
years after Unit I.
For each Unit, participants spend an intensive week in classroom sessions taught by
twenty of North America’s most prominent faculty and strategic management
professionals. The program is built on dialogue and discussion, instruction and
interaction. Following each daily session, participants take part in individual study and
roundtable discussions.
The program is held at the world-class, state-of-the-art facilities of the Omni Barton
Creek Resort in Austin, Texas, USA. All meals are included in the program as well as
accommodation.
The cost to participate in Unit 1 is 4,700 USD. The program fee for Unit II is 4,500 USD.
The fees are payable upon notification of acceptance into the program and include all
meals, accommodation, and program materials. Travel to and from the program venue is
not included. There are some scholarships available, mainly from the US ag industry and
from Nuffield International (more info can be found on the TEPAP website). There are
also government funded education grants for farmers available, which were used by some
of the participants from Manitoba and Alberta, Canada.
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Learning Topics
Learning topics include strategic management, leadership, salesmanship, family business
management, negotiation strategies, human relations, financial management,
macroeconomics, and workplace accountability divided into the following sessions:

-

Table 1. TEPAP Learning Topics and Sessions
UNIT I
UNIT II
Family Business Management
Business Transfer & Estate Planning
Financial Management I
Financial Management II
Understanding & Working with Different
How Your World Works
Personalities I
Salesmanship
Process Improvement
Accountability
Megatrends
Leadership & Managing Change
Human Resources Management I
Human Resources Management II
Strategic Management
Family Business Governance and
Managing Key Challenges and Decision
Financial Management
Making
Profitable Negotiation
Macroeconomics: Impacts on Farm Level
Strategic Positioning
Decision Making
Public Relations Plans: What, Why and
How
As our IFMA seminar is focused on strategic management and planning I will provide
some more detail on the courses Strategic Management and Strategic Positioning. The
Strategic Management course in Unit 1 teaches the concepts of strategy, focussing on
unique value propositions considering the following questions:
• What customers?
• Which needs?
• What relative price?
Some popular case studies are presented (i.e. Southwest Airlines Strategy), discussed and
put into an agricultural context (commodity producer = operational excellence VS. direct
marketer = differentiator).
Following the above concepts, the lesson Strategic Positioning in Unit 2 focusses more on
the implementation on farms and how to identify key variables including their effects in
an uncertain future. Scenario planning is introduced to evaluate possible future outcomes.
The participants are split into smaller groups, who work on the impact of the various
scenarios (i.e. strong demand & strong competition, weak demand & strong competition,
etc). Group members present and discuss the scenarios, while lecturers provide valuable
comments on the various scenarios. This session mimics the strategic planning process
and helps the participants to perform similar activities on their own farms.
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Program Format
Each session takes place over a week and is held in the same way for Unit 1 and Unit 2. A
typical day in the program has four major activities: classes, informal roundtable
discussions, individual study and small group discussions held from early morning until
late evening.

The format for the week is as follows:
 Saturday:
o Participant arrival
o Networking activities
 Sunday:
o Morning: Registration & Sessions
o Afternoon: Sessions
 Monday – Friday
o Session from 7:45 am - 5:30 pm
o Dinner from 5:45 pm - 7:00 pm
o Roundtable discussions from 7:00 pm - open end
o Networking in the Hospitality Suite
 Saturday:
o Morning Sessions
o Wrap Up after Lunch
Program Review: A Personal Perspective
The TEPAP program provides immense value. I am interested in learning new things and
I had the opportunity to do this twice, for seven days in a row each time. It was
exhausting, but very good. I would say that Unit I is more intense than Unit II, but this
might be because there is so much new content in Unit I to which you are already
accustomed in Unit II.
Speakers are world class, renowned experts in their discipline and entertaining in their
delivery, making learning easy and very enjoyable. Probably one third of the speakers are
from academia, the rest is from private businesses and organizations. Most of the
speakers have a close relation to existing farm operations, which helps them to put their
content into the farming context and listeners can relate to the topics easily.
I got the most value from the courses about strategic and financial management because
these areas are where I specialize in my consulting business and I feel that they are very
important for successful farm businesses. I very much enjoyed the macroeconomic and
geopolitical classes and while I got introduced to some great concepts in human
resources.
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Besides learning theoretical and practical concepts, for me, a good part of the value of the
course comes from the informal networking opportunities with other participants during
meals, breaks and in the hospitality suite. There is a wealth of knowledge and experience
within this network of leading edge agribusiness professionals from around the world and
I deeply enjoyed finding out about things I had never thought of before (as Donald
Rumsfeld would say, “The Unknown Unknowns”). I made a point to switch my place in
the classroom on a daily basis so I could sit beside somebody new. In Unit 1 I had 90 and
in Unit 2 I had 55 “classmates” mainly from the US, but also quite a few from Western
Canada and Australia. I would say, that the nature of my classmates’ businesses was cash
cropping and livestock. However, you get exposed to exotic things like date farms and
huge (by area) livestock operations in Australia, which widens your horizon immensely.
As the Unit 1 and Unit 2 are held during the same time and at the same place, there is also
the opportunity to network with the participants of the other Unit, which in my case was
used quite extensively and I still have conversations with member from the other Units.
The program definitely provides an insightful “30,000 ft” view of the agricultural sector
with some limited exposure to partial case studies. As participants, do not work on
developing their own strategy during the program, the implementation of these findings is
up to the participants after the sessions (note: the current format would not allow for own
work as the timetable is already very full with lectures). If there is no rigour in
implementing new practices, things won’t get done. Although, the participants are
encouraged to follow up on implementing the learnt concepts and practices in their own
businesses, one way of improving an already good program would be to implement
measures and procedures that help and “force” the participants with the implementation
of their own strategy after the program. For this reason, the networking is useful as you
can approach some of your new contacts to help keep you accountable. For example, after
completing TEPAP, we formed a peer advisory group of 4 farmers from Manitoba,
Canada and 6 farmers from North Dakota, USA (note, that this initiative is outside of the
TEPAP program, however, there is a peer group program affiliated with TEPAP called
TPEN: www.tpexecutivenetwork.com). We continue to meet 3-4 times per year and
share business management insights, struggles and best practices. The first few meetings
mainly were about forming the team and building trust that the topics discussed stayed
within the group. We had intense discussions about production issues and practices and
developed ideas to improve. Third party speakers were invited, such as bankers and food
processors to give the members are broader view and ideas for further improvements of
their operation. In our second year, we are currently focussing on benchmarking financial
results to pinpoint weaknesses within each operation.
All of the meals were outstanding and the venue was world-class, making it a great place
to let go of daily operations and to focus on learning and networking.
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Alumni Program
After the completion of TEPAP Unit II, participants are eligible to participate in the
Association of Agricultural Production Executives (AAPEX) program. AAPEX is in its
22nd year and continues the tradition of hosting an annual 4-day educational meeting as
well as other educational programs to address member needs. The annual meeting
includes five topical seminars, a site visit to an agricultural operation, and the annual
business meeting. Annual membership fees are $1,400 USD.
Concluding Remarks
The TEPAP program provides a broad perspective on the agricultural sector and key
components of running a successful agribusiness. As there are no exams evaluating the
learnt concepts, the key success factor for the program and its participants is the
implementation of the teachings. The interactive nature of the program format along with
opportunities for networking provide participants with the opportunity to reflect on
teachings, share insights and plan how the learnings can impact making positive changes
to their operation and management system. Producers and agricultural stakeholders
world-over will benefit from continuing to invest in professional development
opportunities related to business management excellence, however a common challenge
is the implementation and application of the theoretical knowledge. There should be a
process with the combination of formal lessons, own work, review, adaptation and
implementation. To borrow from the inspirational words of Danny Klinefelter, program
founder,
The most successful businesses are learning organizations. This means that
everyone in the business needs to recognize that someone, somewhere, has a
better idea or way of doing things, and they need to be compelled to find it, learn
it, adapt it, and continually improve it.
Funding and Support
The program is supported by the US Farm Credit System, John Deere, DTN, BASF,
Texas A&M AgriLife Extension and Texas A&M University and administered by Jack
Welch and Connie Moore of Texas A&M University.
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Abstract
Traditional business planning most often implicitly assumes a static world and near
perfect knowledge of the planning horizon. In today’s fast changing business world with
seemingly continuous disruptive innovations, a dynamic, flexible and lean business model
is needed. This includes agriculture. The business model canvas provides such a
modeling tool. We present an application of the business model canvas to farm
management education for large diverse farms. The dynamic, visual and tactile learning
process with the business model canvas proves an excellent teaching medium for these
large farms.
Key words: Business Model Canvas, Value proposition
Introduction
Change is a constant in agriculture; whether the change is due to rapidly changing
technology or changing consumer tastes and preferences. While innovations occur
throughout agriculture, diverse farming operations must navigate change across a number
of enterprises. In the case of large scale commodities, such as corn and soybeans,
innovation is very often propelled and even controlled by farm suppliers; e.g. the
biotechnology revolution in the seed industry.
For specialty crops, innovations are more likely to originate and be propagated at the farm
level. For example, in U.S. sweet potato production, producers still partner with land
grant universities to develop new varieties (this used to be the model for many crops) or
come up with innovations in harvesting equipment. On the consumer products side, many
of the innovations in sweet potato products originate and are developed by farmers. For
example Hams Farms along with a handful of other large producers developed and
market an innovative vegetable and fruit puree using a patented industrial microwave
process (http://www.hamfarms.com/pages/yamco-vegetable-and-fruit-puree). Regardless
of the source of change or the innovations associated with the change, farmers must be
increasingly astute and nimble in order to profitably navigate change.
Given this environment of innovation and change is traditional business planning the best
or even a realistic way to strategically navigate change? In the traditional business
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planning process the planner drafts a vision statement based on his vision of the future for
his business, then an environmental scan is completed and a mission statement drafted.
Then goals and objectives are formed followed by an action plan that includes detailed
financial projections years into the future. Most experts in business planning suggest that
the plan must be revisited and revised during implementation to reflect the inevitable
realities of business discovered only via implementation and the changing environment in
which the business operates. In reality, business plans are rarely done in farming
operations and even more rarely revisited and revised. If business plans are done they are
often developed as static plans that act like the dynamic world in which businesses
operate is also static. Is there a better way? In their book Business Model Generation
Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010) present the business model canvas as a better approach to
modeling businesses in a business world where change and innovation occur at an
increasingly rapid pace. We present an application of this approach in teaching farm
management to large diverse, specialty crop farms.
Background and Method
A problem in conventional business planning is that it implicitly assumes that the
business planner can figure out most of the unknowns as well as the future path of the
business before the business even starts. Blank (2013) in his article “Why the Lean StartUp Changes Everything” notes that “1. Business plans rarely survive first contact with
customers.” and “2. No one besides venture capitalists and the late Soviet Union requires
five year plans to forecast complete unknowns.” Blank’s article speaks to start-ups and
the value of the lean method. One of the principles of the “lean method” according to
Blank is to use the framework of the business model canvas. The business model canvas
was conceived by Alexander Osterwalder. The canvas allows the business owner to test
hypotheses (“basically, good guesses”) about their business idea. Farms are not usually
start-ups, but they often start new enterprises and even in “old” enterprises disruptive
technologies mean that acting like a start-up is a meaningful way to model the business.
The business model canvas (Figure 1) models the business in nine building blocks; four
focused on the customer side of the business, Customer Segments, Customer
Relationships, Channels, and Revenue Streams; four focused on the supply side of the
business, Key Activities, Key Resources, Key Partners and Cost Structure, joined by a
key block, the Value Proposition for the business. Completion of the customer blocks
and the supply side blocks lead to the formation of a Value Proposition for the business
i.e. the “bundle of benefits the company offers its customers” (Osterwalder and Pigneur,
2010; P. 22).
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Source: www.businessmodelgeneration.com/canvas. Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010)

Figure 1. The Business Model Canvas
Formation of a Value Proposition may lead to changes in the other building blocks. For
example Key Activities may have to be changed to accommodate a newly discovered
Value Proposition. The process of using the Canvas ultimately leading to the Value
Proposition, is dynamic, interactive, and visual and allows, even encourages, changes in
the various building blocks during the process. From a teaching standpoint the visual,
interactive, tactile process is an excellent environment for learning, especially for farmers.
Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010) in Business Model Generation show how to use the
canvas with other business tools. For example, a section of the book is devoted to how to
map an environmental scan into the canvas. The increasingly widespread use of the
business model canvas has led to a proliferation of tools from many sources to use with or
enhance the canvas. Emphasizing the importance of the Value Proposition, a Value
Proposition Canvas is promoted as helping with Value Proposition Design for which there
is also a book Value Proposition Design. Many resources for using the business model
canvas can be found at www.strategyzer.com.
Farms gain management skills from a number of sources. Experience is certainly
important. Many very large farmers hold college degrees; some have advanced degrees
such as an MBA. Land grant universities have provided varying levels of farm
management education. Most have focused on more traditional management skills; not
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necessarily the advanced skills needed by modern large farms. There are programs that
address the growing segment of large farms, most notably TEPAP (The Executive
Program for Agricultural Producers) at Texas A&M.
Application: The Executive Farm Management Program
The Executive Farm Management Program is a newly created program initiated by the
Department of Agriculture and Resource Economics (ARE) in the College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences at North Carolina State University (NCSU) in collaboration with the
Center for Innovation Management Studies (CIMS) in the NCSU Poole College of
Management and the College of Business at East Carolina University (ECU). The goal of
the program is to strengthen core business competencies in large diverse farms,
particularly those with specialty enterprises. (Our program could also be applied to small
to mid-sized farms.) The idea for this program was conceived by a few large farmers in
North Carolina who participated in TEPAP. While very complimentary of TEPAP, they
communicated the need for a program focused on the specialized needs of farms in the
southeast. Given the diversity of southeastern agriculture, designing one program to fit all
types of southeastern farms would not accomplish the goal of meeting the needs of
specialized farms. This led to the decision to design each program around the needs of a
particular segment of farming. Offering executive education focused on a particular
industry sector is not a new concept. For example, Duke University Fuqua School of
Business offers executive education focused on the health care sector. Kellogg School of
Management offers executive education for family businesses. Harvard Business School
has its long standing Agribusiness Seminar. Of course most business schools also offer
custom design of executive education for particular companies. In agriculture, Purdue’s
Center for Food and Agricultural Business is very successful in designing and delivering
custom programs to Agribusiness.
To compliment the goal of customization, the Executive Farm Management program is
delivered via one intense week early in the year and one intense week near the end of the
year. This allows customization not only to the segment of farming targeted by the
particular program, but also to the class of farmers enrolled and their particular needs.
The two one week long sessions are connected by a series of virtual sessions on topics of
special interest to the class. Executive education programs like Columbia Business
School’s Advanced Management Program 2X2 have successfully employed a similar
approach of offering a two week face-to-face session followed by virtual sessions and
then culminating in another two week session.
Given the rapidly changing and innovative business environment experienced by large
farms, particularly the specialized farms of the southeast, the business model canvas is an
appropriate tool for teaching strategic planning. The Center for Innovation Management
Studies (CIMS) teaches strategic planning and management to numerous business clients
combining their own unique approach to innovation management, described in their book,
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Traversing the Valley of Death (Markam & Mugge, 2015) along with the business model
canvas. CIMS implements this approach in the Executive Farm Management Program.
The target audience for the pilot program of the Executive Farm Management Program is
sweet potato and tobacco farms in North Carolina. North Carolina is the largest tobacco
and sweet potato producing state in the U.S. growing over 50% of the nation’s tobacco
and almost 60% of the nation’s sweet potatoes. The markets for the two crops could not
be more different. Sweet potatoes are heralded for their great nutritional value. Demand is
growing rapidly in the U.S. and abroad for sweet potatoes and a multitude of innovative
sweet potato products. Tobacco product consumption has been declining for years. At the
consumer level it is maligned and heavily regulated. While there are innovations in
tobacco products, most of these will lower the amount of tobacco needed per product unit.
Interestingly, tobacco still yields some of the greatest profits per acre of any crop grown
in the southeast. Sweet potatoes are usually profitable and usually more profitable than
field crops, but not as profitable as tobacco.
What the two crops do share in common is that both are very management and labor
intensive. In addition, the labor requirements of the two crops are complementary. Most
of the farms in this group are large. According to the 2012 Census of Agriculture, of the
1682 operations with tobacco acreage harvested, 471 were family farms with gross cash
farm income of $1 million or greater.
The inaugural Executive Farm Management Program was promoted for implementation
in 2017 and 21 farms were selected for the pilot program. The 21 farms grew 30,515
acres of sweet potatoes; 32% of the 95,000 acres grown in NC in 2016 and 19% of the
163,300 acres grown in the U.S. The 21 farms grew 10,760 acres of tobacco. They also
produce large acreages of field crops such as soybeans and corn. Many grow other fresh
vegetables and fruit and some have substantial contract production of poultry and hogs.
One of the farms not only has all the mentioned crops and livestock but also has over
1200 beef cows. Gross cash farm income was reported by 17 farms. The four largest
farms did not disclose their gross income. Of the 17 reporting, gross cash farm income
averaged $5.8 million per farm. The 21 farms employed over 600 fulltime employees and
almost 3,000 seasonal workers. Needless to say, these farms are very management and
labor intensive.
Farms were selected for the program in January 2017 with the first session February 6-10.
The final week of the program will be November 27-December 1, 2017. The core topics
of the program are strategic planning, human resource management, financial
management and family business issues (e.g. succession planning). In between the
sessions, the class participates in a virtual session at least once each month. The topics for
the virtual sessions range from commodity situation and outlook to tax management.
CIMS provides leadership on strategic planning, ECU on HR and financial management,
with ARE providing overall leadership, information and presentations on relevant
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agricultural topics, and leadership on development of a case study farm. The result is a
very strong and productive collaborative program. The two one week sessions are held on
the campus of NC State University.
In the weeks preceding the session the participants provided input to the development of a
case study farm for use in teaching the components of the program. The case study farm
grows 300 acres of tobacco, 400 acres of sweet potatoes and 3,000 acres of corn and
soybeans. While the farm in the case study is smaller and less diverse than some of the
participants’ farms, it looks very familiar to the class with many of the same challenges
they face. The participation of the class in development of the case study ensures the case
is relevant and invests the participants in the case. Many of the farms in the class know
each other and are competitors. The case study provides a medium in which to practice
what they are learning in the class with the benefits of group discussion and collaboration
without having to reveal details about their own business.
During the first week session CIMS led the class in an environmental scan of the sweet
potato and tobacco sectors using PESTEL that was in turn used in SWOT analysis. CIMS
used IBM’s Watson in the PESTEL analysis. The class divided into five teams with each
team working on a business canvas for the case study farm. Before working on the
business canvas, each team developed their own PESTEL and SWOT Analysis for the
case. Each team identified which PESTEL factors they thought were significant threats or
opportunities to the case, the degree of importance of the factor, the urgency of the threat
or opportunity presented by the factor and which building blocks of the business canvas
they thought the factor most affected. For example, more than one team thought a
PESTEL factor, “Niche markets are appearing; Heat-not-burn cigarettes, organic sweet
potatoes and tobacco, special varieties of sweet potatoes, etc,” was an important (4 on a
scale of 1-5) opportunity for the case farm and needed addressing quickly (urgency was
rated 4 on a scale of 1-5). They thought this factor affected business canvas blocks VP
(value proposition), R$ (revenue streams), CS (Customer Segment), and KA (key
activities).
Each team mapped the PESTEL factors as threats and opportunities into a SWOT
Assessment along with strengths and weaknesses from the case farm. For example, one
team thought niche markets (from the PESTEL) were opportunities, lenders hesitation to
lend funds for expansion was a threat, that the farm’s current specialization was a
strength, but that the farm’s lack of emphasis on marketing was a weakness.
Figure 2 shows the business canvas developed by the class and instructors for a particular
Value Proposition derived from this analysis. The Value Proposition is to develop small,
custom packs of sweet potatoes for high-end organic or local foods markets. The packs
would be hand packed with an emphasis on high quality. The Value Proposition is based
on the Customer Segment block where niche markets such as high end grocery stores and
CSAs with a local and/or organic focus are recognized as market opportunities.
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Figure 2. Business Model Canvas for Custom Packed Sweet Potatoes
The canvas in Figure 2 then shows actions in each building block where some change
must be made in response to the market opportunity in Customer Segments with this
value-proposition. For example in the Customer Relationships building block, the team
thinks that in order to successfully create the Value Proposition for this Customer
Segment, that the farm must create a strong brand image with transparency and
information on product use. Key Activities needed to make this work are sales, brand
development, a targeted marketing effort, custom hand packing, development of
information on product use, Global GAPs compliance, and delivery. Key Resources will
be a website and use of social media, a strong marketing team, employees for the hand
packing and a packing facility with adequate equipment. Grocers and CSA’s are both
customers and the channels for sales of the product to the end users; health, quality
conscious affluent consumers. Key Partners will be retailers, a marketing consultant, their
lender, and their Global GAPs certifier. Their revenue stream will be sales of custom
packed organic and local branded sweet potatoes. The changes in costs will be for capital
purchases of a new packing line and delivery equipment, labor and management costs of
hand packing and delivery, marketing costs, grocer displays, development and
maintenance of website and social media, Global GAP compliance, and brand
development. Changes in HR management and labor needed flow from the business
model as well. Financial projections would come from fleshing out the changes in Cost
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Structure and Revenue Streams. Cash flow, balance sheet changes, and projected income
statements can all be produced as an addition to the business canvas. Obviously these
financial statements are static since they flow from a “snap shot” of a particular business
canvas and will need updating as the business canvas changes.
One of the appealing characteristics of the business model canvas is that discovery in
working in one block may lead to changes in other blocks. Obviously, if the additional
costs of this value-proposition exceed the additional revenues, then changes must be
made. But the changes might be in Channels e.g. personal delivery may be very
expensive so that another delivery option is considered. This might lead to different Key
Resources being needed and new Key Partners investigated for delivery options, and so
on. In other words the canvas is a living, working, dynamic document intended to
facilitate discovery and adaptation in implementation of the business model.
Other business canvases for other value Propositions emerged from the teams. For
example, another Value Proposition for the case study farm is producing very high quality
tobacco to specifications set by tobacco manufacturers for the emerging innovation in
heat-not-burn tobacco products. Another example, was planting and harvesting earlier
soybeans to take better advantage of a high positive basis in North Carolina for early
soybeans. We chose to illustrate the usefulness of the business canvas with a canvas for
one value proposition, but a business model canvas can be developed to model the whole
farm business. In fact the canvases developed by the class are more akin to a model for
the whole farm. And, as noted, financial projections, changes in HR policies and
management and labor needs flow out of the business model.
Another advantage to using the business model canvas to teach strategic planning is the
farmers really enjoy this tactile learning process. Working in teams on the canvas
stimulated excitement and sharing of ideas among the class. Evaluations by the class of
the sessions on the business model canvas rated for applicability and interest were very
high (4.4-4.6 on a scale of 1-5) with many comments like “group discussion was great”
and “this pulled it all together so it started to make sense.” Feedback from the class is that
they are already applying in their farm businesses some of the new business skills and
intuition learned in the first week’s session.
The class will continue their work in teams on the business model canvas for the case
study farm. During the summer the teaching team is working on further customizing the
program to the needs of this specific class. This includes further development of the case
study farm with input from the class. A team of 5 class members was chosen by their
peers to work in between the sessions (via virtual meetings) on developing more
information from IBM’s Watson for a more detailed PESTEL analysis on sweet potatoes
and tobacco. This information will feed into refinement of the business model canvas.
Evaluation of the impact of the program on farms will continue after the program
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concludes. In particular, evaluation of adoption and impact of changes in management
practices will be conducted one year after completion of the program.
Conclusions
The business model canvas provides a lean, dynamic and flexible way to model the farm
enterprise. Value Propositions for the farm business are formulated based on discovery of
market opportunities in the Customer Segment and leverage of strengths in other parts of
the business. Actions in other building blocks of the business model canvas flow from
the value proposition. This approach to business modeling aids in discovery of new
opportunities and the formulation of strategies to create value by facilitating change in the
building blocks of the business model. Further, the business model canvas is a tactile
learning process that is particularly effective for management education for farmers.
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Abstract
ISM (Interactive Strategic Management) is not only applied in the ERASMUS+
entrepreneurship project, but also in different projects in the Netherlands. Since 2006
Rabobank (the largest bank in agriculture in the Netherlands), NAJK (the Dutch Young
Farmers Organisation) and Wageningen Economic Research apply ISM together in a 5day training for young farmers who are preparing themselves to take over the farm from
their parents. The training counts 100 participants per year on average. First, they have
an intake with a psychologist, who focuses on the willingness and competences of the
farmer to take over. Then, the account manager of the bank applies a financial scan to
check whether a take-over is financially possible. The third step is the training.
In this paper, we present the special form in which this project had been organised, i.e. as
a ‘knowledge coalition’ of a commercial, an advisory and a research organisation.
Moreover, we show how ISM can be combined with Canvas Business Modelling. We
present the added value of the coalition and the project for the quality of the take-over
process.
Keywords: strategic management, Canvas business, knowledge coalition
Introduction to the background, principles and application of interactive strategic
management
Since 2000, Wageningen Economic Research, the Netherlands, has developed the
Interactive Strategic Management-method. This method is based on the theory of strategic
management and deals in practice with strategy planning.
The ISM-method is developed in response to the huge changes the European agriculture
has experienced in the last decades. Institutional, production and marketing changes,
influenced by EU common agricultural policy, but also societal wishes like food safety,
animal welfare and the environment, require adaptations of the way farmers produce and
sell their products. Entrepreneurial skills are a key factor for survival during such
adaptation processes. Many authors studied entrepreneurship in agriculture, agricultural
entrepreneur’s competences and their ability to adapt to changing economic realities
(Bergevoet et al. 2005, De Lauwere 2005, Lans 2009, De Lauwere et al. 2010). Great
adaptations can only be successfully planned and carried out through strategic thinking,
which however is rarely present among farmers, especially but not exclusively in Central
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and Eastern Europe (Beldman et al., 2013). Agricultural producers, focused on
operational decisions taken "by the day" often do not see the need for a vision for their
enterprise in a long-term, strategic perspective. This is even more the case with farmers in
less favourable rural areas, in general with small-scaled farms. Building a future in such
areas requires a certain level of entrepreneurial competencies (Malak-Rawlikowska et al.,
2015). Therefore, training in entrepreneurial behaviour and decision making is essential,
as are tools to support such trainings. A theory that deals with strategy planning is
“strategic management”. However, this theory is, in general, not incorporated in the
consulting and educational efforts towards farming communities (Beldman et al., 2013).
Wageningen Economic Research has applied the Interactive Strategic Managementmethod including a web-based tool as a training concept in research, educational and
commercial projects. The concept has been applied in both individual and group sessions
with students and (future) farmers. They learn how to plan the strategy of their (future or
imaginary) farm in a structured and solid way. In 2006, the largest agricultural bank in the
Netherlands, Rabobank, adopted the concept in the Rabo Opvolgers Perspectief (Rabo
Successors Perspective). In this coaching programme, farmers’ sons and daughters who
want to take over the farm, are trained according to the ISM-principles (Beldman et al.,
2013). Wageningen Economic Research has also some experience with the method
outside the Netherlands, e.g. in Poland, Lithuania, Slovenia, Austria and Sweden (partly
in the Erasmus-project ISM+; see also Malak-Rawlikowska et al., 2015).
The ISM-method has three main principles: (1) the emphasis is on the entrepreneur; (2)
interaction with the environment; and (3) a focus on actual progress or actions of the
entrepreneur. We now explain these principles:
1) Placing the entrepreneur (in this case: the farmer) at the centre of the attention
means recognising that, instead of an advisor, the farmer himself is responsible for
the content of the strategic plan for his farm. The strategy developed by an advisor
or expert could not truly fit with the individual situation of the farm and the
farmer, his personal thinking, goals and abilities. The entrepreneur must therefore
write the strategic plan himself; an advisor or, rather, facilitator is only there to
guide and stimulate the process. The focus in the ISM-training is on strategic
choices (3–10 years ahead). This means that tactical choices (choices for the next
1–2 years) and operational issues do not receive much attention. In general, a
good strategy is based on a good fit between means and opportunities (Porter,
1980; 1998). Within the ISM–method, this is specified in the following way. A
good strategy is based on a good match between: a) the entrepreneur: the
ambitions and skills of the farmer, his family and/or employees; b) the enterprise:
the structure and performance of the farm, and c) the environment: market and
society (Malak-Rawlikowska et al., 2015);
2) Interaction with the environment. There is not only a lot of attention during the
training sessions about presenting and discussing ideas and views among the
participants. Farmers are also challenged, not only during the training but as a
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basic principle of entrepreneurship, to communicate with one’s partner, parents,
children, advisors, industry agents etc. and also with citizens and customers. The
main reason is: An entrepreneur needs to know how other stakeholders think
about him, his farm and his products. Otherwise, he cannot optimally shape his
farm;
3) Focus on actual progress or actions of the entrepreneur. It is not enough to
show nice pictures and tell nice plans. To be really successful, an entrepreneur
needs to translate all those nice ideas into concrete and smart action plans, which
he evaluates on a regular basis.
An ISM-training is guided by a facilitator. This trainer facilitates the ISM-process. A
good trainer recognises and applies the three principles listed. He or she must be able to
stimulate farmers to think out-of-the-box and to stimulate them to interact with colleagues
and others (Beldman et al., 2013). Facilitators are using game techniques in their trainings
like cover story, context map and Empathy map (Gray et al., 2010). In the case that the
facilitator is an advisor he should not play the role of the ‘expert’ but rather be the
facilitator of the process that the entrepreneur goes through. The facilitator acts like a
guide for the entrepreneurs who have to find their own answers. The ISM-facilitators are
trained by Wageningen Economic Research.
More details about the ISM-Method and experiences from its implementation in Europe
can be found in the paper: Strategic management training for farmers – the case of
implementation of the interactive strategic management methodology in Europe (MalakRawlikowska et al., 2015).
ISM-application in a ‘knowledge coalition’
From the start in 2006, ISM in the Rabo Successors Perspective has been carried out by a
‘knowledge coalition’ (Kortstee et al., 2011). A knowledge coalition is a combination of
organisations, that offer a learning arrangement. A learning arrangement is a combination
of different learning activities. A learning activity is a specific form in which people
learn, e.g. a lecture, a practical or a training. Cooperating organisations in a knowledge
coalition preferably originate from different branches e.g. education, research and
business. The added value of a knowledge coalition is a more efficient use of resources in
recruiting, developing and application of learning arrangements. The different partners in
the coalition can divide the different tasks among themselves, using the strong aspects of
each of the partners and optimising the business model of the coalition as a whole and of
each individual partner. This concept naturally requires a well-communicated and
organised cooperation of the partners in order to carry out the learning arrangement in an
effective and successful way (Kortstee et al., 2011).
The concept of the knowledge coalition is applied in the Rabo Successors Perspective
(RSP), specifically in the Rabo Successors Training (RST). There are two other elements
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of RSP, i.e. the Rabo Successors Mirror Meeting, in which the capacities and willingness
of the potential successor is evaluated, and the Rabo Financial Scan, evaluating the
opportunities to finance take-over and (strategic) choices. The partners in the RSP are
Rabobank Netherlands, local Rabobank offices, Advisory Office De Boer C.S., NAJK
and Wageningen Economic Research, each with their own roles (summarised in Figure
1):
 Rabobank Netherlands, who facilitate the local Rabobank offices through offering
the opportunity to develop the arrangement and to keep it up-to-date and through
supporting the local offices with information, presentations and advice when they
consider the application of the arrangement in their region;
 The local Rabobank offices have account managers, who communicate with their
customers, in this case the farmers and the potential successors in their region. If
the local offices are in favour of offering the RSP-arrangement to their customers,
then they will organise this in their region and personally invite customers to take
part of it. They often organise information meetings to share the RSP-concept
with interested farmers and to inform also the parents of successors about the
process that their children will go through. The account managers also assist the
successors in filling in the Financial Scan;
 Advisory Office De Boer C.S. for personal development takes care of the first step
in the RSP; they invite the participants to fill in a test on the internet followed by a
personal advice meeting. The participants receive information on their willingness
and competences to take over the farm and become a farmer and an advice
whether it is wise to do so;
 NAJK (Nederlands Agrarisch Jongeren Contact; Dutch Young Farmers
Organisation) takes care of the interests of young farmers on local, national and
European level. They also organise different learning arrangements for young
farmers, mostly linked to farm succession. In the case of the RST, they provide
both in free-lance trainers for the training groups composed by local Rabobank
offices and in the training materials that the trainers use during the session. The
NAJK-office also gathers the evaluation forms of each participant after each
session during the training and reports each year about the number of participants
and the evaluation outcomes per training, trainer and training session of the most
recent season (September – April), also in comparison with earlier seasons;
 Wageningen Economic Research (earlier known as ‘LEI Wageningen UR’ or as
‘Agricultural Economics Research Institute) is an institute for social and
economic, independent and applied research. With our unique data, models and
knowledge, we offer insights and integral advice for policy and decision-making.
We have developed the RSP-concept together with Rabobank Nederland and
NAJK and specifically the training concept, contents and programme and the
ISM-software and web-tools applied in the training, which we also host. The
institute takes care of ‘training of trainers’, in this case of free-lance trainers of
NAJK. Since the start in 2006, different steps have been taken to improve the
training through interaction with Rabobank Nederland and the trainers. The
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trainers received training when required due to the dynamics of the training.
Finally, our institute functions as a helpdesk for both questions on the web-tool
and on ICT-related problems.

Figure 1. Knowledge coalition Rabo Successors Perspective.
In such a knowledge coalition, each partner has a specific role and task on which all
partners agree. All partners need to do what is agreed to make sure that all RSP-elements
are carried out in the right order and in time. The Rabo Successors Mirror Meeting needs
to be carried out as a first step and the Rabo Financial Scan has to be filled in before
financing as a theme is discussed in the Rabo Successors Training. During the annual
evaluation meetings with the different coalition partners, such agreements are refreshed
and confirmed. Thus, since 2016 more than 1,000 potential participants have filled in the
Mirror test and 847 young farmers in 89 groups have been trained in the RST. Figure 2
gives an impression of the average evaluation outcomes over the last three years, showing
that the evaluation reports have improved over time. The average score of the training
over the 11 seasons sofar was 7.6 on a scale of 1-10.
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Figure 2. Average scores of the Rabo Successors Training in the Netherlands in the
training seasons 2015-2015, 2015-2016 and 2016-2017. The scores are calculated as the
average of all scores of all participants per training day (five in total) in that particular
season.
Canvas business modelling

What is the Business Canvas?
The Business Canvas is a concept that allows the user to describe and think through the
business model of the organisation, the competitors, or any other enterprise. This concept
has been applied and tested around the world and is already used in organisations such as
IBM, Ericsson, Deloitte, the Public Works and Government Services of Canada, and
many more. This concept can become a shared language that allows to easily describe and
manipulate business models to create new strategic alternatives. Without such a shared
language it is difficult to systematically challenge assumptions about one’s business
model and innovate successfully.
The model is built of nine basic building blocks that show the logic of how an enterprise
intends to make money. The nine blocks cover the four main areas of a business:
customers, value proposition, infrastructure, and financial viability. The business model is
like a blueprint for a strategy to be implemented through organisational structures,
processes, and systems (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2009), as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The Business Canvas and it’s nine building blocks over four business areas
(Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2009)
The Business Canvas is a concept that helps entrepreneurs to create and describe existing
and new business ideas. The shared language helps them to do this with advisors,
researchers, customers, NGO’s, etc., creating a much richer output of new business ideas
beyond existing boundaries and out-of-the-box compared to current business forecasts.
The process of business modelling is essential, the format of Osterwalder and Pigneur
(2009) helps to visualise the essential elements in the process:

The process starts with the customers7: which segments can be distinguished and
which segment(s) have perspective to focus on? Therefore, the approach is often
customer-focused, which is not always usual in the agricultural sector (at least not at
farm level). This analysis and selection process is the basis for the business model, in
fact for the business itself.

The next step is to deeply analyse the offering by the enterprise, the value
proposition. The major question is which problems of the customer can be solved or
which wishes can be filled in through the (existing, adapted or new) value
proposition. The offering needs then to be extended into a package of different
products and services in different layers;

The next step is to define the type of relationship that an entrepreneur wants to have
with the customers in the segment(s) selected and the channels to reach them with the
product folio offered. Cf. the ways different retail concepts relate to their customers
and present their products to them;

Finally, partners and resources have to be selected and calculations to be made on the
cost-benefit ratio in order to decide whether the business model is sufficiently
profitable to carry it out.
In the Business Canvas, not only the profit element is described, but the customer, the
infrastructure and the value proposition are also important.

7

This is true for the RST. In general, the process can start with any block (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2009).
For farmers with a fixed relationship with e.g. a cooperative, sometimes it may be best to start in the key
resources block.
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What is the difference with the ISM-concept?
ISM facilitates the training participant through quantitative and qualitative questions on
the enterprise, the environment and the entrepreneur. These questions ‘force’ the
participant to evaluate these three elements of his business. The ISM-tool facilitates the
participants to make strategic choices and an action plan. The Business Canvas on the
other side is a tool to analyse, transparently and clearly describe and present the business
model. The process to create a business model is not facilitated by questionnaires. It is a
more creative process in which tools like customer value tool (‘pains and gains’), cover
story and blue ocean help the business developers to reach their goal. A business model
does not describe the organisation of a farm, contrary to ISM. It describes the way in
which an enterprise creates value, without describing the executive processes.
The business modelling approach focuses on the market aspect of a business, whereas
ISM pays more attention to strategic planning that matches with the enterprise and the
entrepreneur. Business modelling is an approach that challenges entrepreneurs to think
more out-of-the-box. As a consequence, this approach has its limitations in application on
farms, having in (Western) Europe often only one entrepreneur with personnel. The
competences and abilities of this entrepreneur are of essential importance, since they
cannot be changed very easily. Working in enterprises with more entrepreneurs, directors
and/or personnel gives many more opportunities to think of out-of-the-box chances. The
pool of competences and abilities is in this case much greater, giving a greater flexibility
to follow new business ideas. This is e.g. the case in large horticultural glasshouse
enterprises in the Netherlands. Options for new segments of customers can be taken into
account easier than in relatively small arable and dairy farms who deliver their products
to a cooperative and are not directly involved with customers and marketing.
A summary of the differences between both concepts is given in Figure 4. A keyword in
the business model approach is ‘innovation’, whereas ISM is more focused on a
competitive advantage. The analytical aspect of the ISM-approach is stronger than in the
business model approach, in which creativeness plays an important role (Chesbrough and
Rosenbloom). In general, ISM leads to the selection of the best matching market and farm
development strategies. The Business Canvas helps to better evaluate the market and
customer aspects of an enterprise and therefore better distinguish between the market
strategies ‘operational excellence’, ‘product leadership’ and ‘customer intimacy’. It also
helps to define the optimal product folio, which has an effect whether or not to choose the
farm development strategies ‘specialisation’ or ‘diversification’. The ISM-approach helps
creative entrepreneurs to translate creative ideas on customer opportunities into welldefined strategies and, consequently actions plans including a monitoring and evaluation
plan including the definition of key success factors.
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Figure 4. Key differences between business modelling and ISM/strategy planning
(Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002)

The Business Canvas as a new element in the Rabo Successors Training
Despite the differences between the ISM and the business modelling concepts, is it quite
well possible to combine both concepts, as we have applied in the Rabo Successors
Training. We combine the thorough analysis, evaluation, discussion and description of the
‘three E’s’ (Enterprise, Environment and Entrepreneur) with the creative business
modelling approach. A relatively large part of the farmers in the training is not used to
evaluate the value proposition for their customers. They deliver their products to a
cooperative or private trader or processor, who take care of the marketing of relatively
high shares of products like dairy, meat, vegetables and potatoes. In fact, many farmers
have specialised on agricultural production and delegated logistics, trade and processing
activities to others. Usually, such a chain partner clearly defines the specific
characteristics the product(s) should comply with. The amounts and characteristics of
these products are derived from the value proposition(s) of the chain partner, who made
choices on the customer segment(s), relationships and channels for the proposition(s). For
the farmer, his value proposition is not independently chosen but connected to his
relationship with the trader or processor involved. When this relationship is not too close,
he can change his cropping plan, altering the specific crop areas or livestock numbers on
his farm. The business modelling approach can help them to re-think whether this is
logical and optimal or that other arrangements could be worthwhile looking at. Instead of
producing milk, livestock, cereals, vegetables and fruits as a relatively small chain partner
for a usually big chain partner, the farm could convert to producing e.g. cheese, meat,
bread, salads and fruit drinks for a specialised food shop or for home selling. In that case,
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the farmer becomes more in control of the product chain. At the same time, he will need
to learn how to plan his product folio or value proposition for the customer segment(s)
selected. Some farmers let their wives do the daily shopping and never visit a
supermarket. Converting to a different chain set-up as described will create a need to
focus on the pains and gains of ‘his’ customers, which can be a ‘steep’ learning process.
Another (smaller) group of participants in the training is already market oriented and
creative. For them, the ISM-method helps to define realistic strategies that well match
with the three E’s. Depending on the needs and challenges in the group (of about ten
participants), trainers can choose which mix of the two approaches they implement in
their sessions with the group including homework assignments.
In practice, some participants prefer the ISM-method and others the business modelling
approach. The combination gives both types of farmers challenges to perform optimally
during the training and have the best learning effect for the future of their farm.
Perspectives for the future
The ISM-approach has proven its added value for developing entrepreneurship among
students and (future) farmers in the Netherlands. We have broadened our scope to the
Erasmus ISM+-project (see Malak-Rawlikowska et al., 2015) and see more organisations
with interest in Europe and also in Africa. Not only successors but also experienced
farmers can benefit from the approach. The approach is also applicable in other sectors of
the economy, but in that case sector-specific questions in the tool need to be adapted. In
all cases, the set-up of new knowledge coalitions is a challenge but really promising.
In specific cases, especially when there is a need or an interest to give more attention to
the product folio of a farm, the business modelling approach can be applied as an
additional tool to shape the farm. We have seen several promising examples of this
approach. In any case, the facilitator and his attitude and competences to stimulate
participants in the training to be creative and communicative are key factors for success.
At the moment, Wageningen Economic Research is working on a business plan for the
future. Brainstorming about ideas from different organisations in different countries is
very welcome. Central and Eastern Europe are for now the major regions of interest.
Conclusions




ISM facilitates the entrepreneur in detail to make strategic choices in which the
enterprise, the environment and the entrepreneur optimally match, and work these
choices out in an action plan;
Business modelling ‘forces’ the entrepreneur to think more out-of-the-box and
requires more of the creative competences of the entrepreneur;
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The Business Canvas is more involved in marketing and market opportunities and
gives a quick overview of the profit opportunities;
Interactive Strategic Management and business modelling are two approaches which
complement and strengthen each other and can be applied within the same training
set-up;
The RST-trainers find the current combination of ISM and the Business Canvas
excellent, mainly because they can select the optimal mix of both approaches,
depending on the composition and the needs of the group of participants;
Combining forces and talents in a knowledge coalition can lead to higher benefits
from the training arrangements;
An annual evaluation of the training with the coalition partners, based on the scores
and remarks of participants, make it possible to constantly improve the training;
At the end of the training, the participants present the results of their analysis,
homework, discussions and exercises, which consist of ISM- and Canvas-elements.
Remarkably, most participants use plots from the ISM-approach rather than slides
from e.g. cover story, customer value map etc.
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